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"-,-, PREFACE

This report describes the C2 System hardware as developed over many years. This program was conducted under
Project No. 7233, "Applications of Biological Principles as Solutions to Air Force Needs in Signal Processing and
Information Handling" and administered initially by the Neurophysiology Branch, then later by the Mathematics
and Analysis Branch, Biodynamics and Bioengineering Division of the Air Force Aerospace Medical Research
Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.

The hardware for the C' System was developed and fabricated by Systems Research Laboratories, Inc., Dayton,
Ohio. This work was accomplished under contracts AF33 (615Y5106, F33615-67-C-1887, F33615-69-C-1683,
F33615-70-C-1557, F33615-72-C-1483, and F33615-76-C-0029. -

The authors express their thanks to the Air Force Institute of Technology for its support in the integration and
preparation of this report.
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INTRODUCTION

Few would argue with the statement that the tremendous information processing capability of mammalian ner-
vouS systems results from the parallel processing of information by highly complex elements called neurons. One
mainline of neurophysiological research today is the study of mechanisms of information processing exhibited by
single neurons and by neural networks of various sizes. The study of neuron networks is an important research area
with many potential Air Force applications. These include speech recognition, speaker verification, pattern
clasification, target recognition, and artificial intelligence. One approach to the study of such networks is to
simulate the network on a digital computer. In this arena, one quickly discovers an inverse relationship between .-

the compleity on one's neuron model and the size of simulated neural networks that can be analyzed in a tractable
manner. The problem is that even a relatively simple model of the neural transformation, which produces a pulse
train from an analog input signal, requires more computer time than the actual events would require. Since the
events in a network of neurons may occur simultaneously or be fed back on each other, a network with as few as ten
neuron models may easily require two of three orders of magnitude more computing time than the actual physical
network would require to perform the same task. A solution to this problem is the use of special hardware neuron
models.

Thus, to simulate reasonable-sized neural networks, it is necessary to use a simulation that permits real-time
parallel processing. To accomplish this, an experimental computer, the C2 System, was developed using functional
neural models, called syncoders, as the basic computing elements. Each syncoder accepts up to eight inputs, which
may be analog signals or pulse trains; and the output of each syncoder is available as both an analog signal and a
pulse train. The term "C2" is not used in the traditional military (i.e. command and control) sense; but instead refers
to a computer that is neither purely analog ("A") nor purely digital ("D) but somewhere in between hence, a
*"-type computer and one that, in this latest version, has roughly an order of magnitude increase in the number of
functional units over its predecessors.

The principal purpose of this report is to provide detailed hardware descriptions of the components of the C'
system. Therefore, little detail is included about the historical development of the syncoder concept or of the
known information processing capabilities of individual syncoders and networks of syncoders. A complete
bibliography of publications relevent to syncoder development and operation is included.

6.
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THE SYNCODER CONCEPT

A brief review of syncoder information processing capability is presented here for the convenience of the
uninitiated reader. Figure 1 contains a functional block diagram of a syncoder clearly displaying its various com-
ponente synapse button, synapse integrator, and encoder. The synapse section of the syncoder accepts any com-
bination of up to eight analog signals and/or weighted pulse trains and converts them through the synapse in-
tegrator into an analog output signal, S(t). The encoder section of the syncoder converts an analog signal, S(t), into
an output pulse train by continuously comparing S(t) with an exponentially decaying threshold function, T(t), and
producing an output puse whenever S(t) equals or exceeds T(t). During each output pulse T(t) is reset to its initial
value, B, and is allowed to decay exponentially towards zero volts between pulses. In summary, the synapse section
accepts pulse trais and analog signals and generates one analog output signal, while the encoder converts that --

analog output signal into a corresponding pulse train.

SYNAPSE ENCODER

J aLOG"'""
SYNAPSE ] jT ""
B U T T O N ',,2. ": '

INTERGRATOR T(t OUT

ANALOG_ Be-t/Tre

IN

THRESHOLD GENERATOR

* fure 1. Schematic of a Typical Syncoder Circuit

T3I SYNAPSE

The output pulse train of one syncoder may be connected to the synapse input of another synoder through an
anlog switch called the synapse button. The synapse button is conceptually equal to a resistor in a series with a

wit During the time that the pus input to a switch is active, the current resulting from the voltage applied tothe asiog inu is sunmmd with other input curets at the summing junction of the operational amplifier, which "- "

chorgee the feedback caaio in the synapseintegrator. When the pulse input is inactive, the current resulting
frm. the analogf input is blocedm by the switch so that there is no effect on the synapse integrator. Hence, the
analog input to a syas button may be viewed as a weightin function used to control the effect of a pulse on the .. :
foDowingsuspe integrator, or the synapsel buttmn may be viewed as a gate which permits an analogsignal to af-
fec the synapse mtegnotor only during that- portion of tim when the pulse input is active.

Mhe syneaps interator may be viewed either as a low-pass filter or asa leaky integrator. It sums the currents pro-
duced by up to u& analog signals which may or may not be gated by synapse buttons. In practice, it has been
fimd movuaimt to have at least on DC analog input called a bias signal connected directly through a resistor to
each syucoder used in a network. This bias signal can be adjusted so that the encoder does not fire at all in the
abmm of other input signals, or uo that the encoder fires continuously in the absence of other input signals. The
eaewho is interested in me detailed discussion of synapse function than that given above is referred to Rock

(1978) and lather & Henrichon (1971). In summary, the synapse function serves to provide spatial summation of
cr froin up to eight different sources, and temporal summation of currents occurring at sequential times.

7
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The encoder operates on the analog output signal of the synapse and generates from it an output pulse train. One
feature of this nonlinear encoding operation is exhibited by the encoder response to a DC input signal, S(t) = S. In
this case, an output pulse is generated each time the exponentially decaying threshold function equals the input
ia and periodic pulse traim results. Expressing this with the mathematical relationship 8 = B [exp(-l] 7 )J and

rearranging terms, it can be shown that the interpulse interval, I, is a logarithmic function of the input signal
amplitude, S. and the threshold initial value, B, and directly proportional to the threshold decay time constant, 7

. ' I = In(B/S) for S < B"-"

For periodic input signals, S(t) = S(t + T), the encoder generates a periodic output pulse train. Depending upon
the parameters of the encoder and the signal, the pulse train may be periodic with the same period as the input or .
integer multiples of the input period. The phenomenon of periodic output pulse patterns phaselocking to sinusoidal
input signals was reported by Ziskin and Mundie (1971). The transient approach to stable phase locking and the
conditions for phase locking to arbitrary periodic input signals were reported by Rock (1973). For the purpose of -.
this report, the response of an encoder to a periodic input signal is generally not a sequence of uniformly spaced
pulses. It is, rather, a repeating pattern of a finite sequence of pulses.

Because of the nonlinear nature of the syncoder transfer function, there is no general analysis technique for
predicting the output pulse sequence given an arbitrary, nonperiodic input waveform. Since in the natural environ-
ment of information processing, periodic events are the exception rather than the rule, it is necessary to fabricate
syncoders and study their behavior with nonperiodic inputs, using hardware devices, rather than to program a
digital computer to simulate mathematical models.

THE C2 SYSTEM

The C2 System consists of a control system and three large bays with patch panels and the associated circuitry for
programming large syncoder networks. Figure 2 is a photograph of the system showing, from left to right, network
bays 1, 2, and 3, and the control system bay with its teletypewriter in the fo -'ground.

.-....

*1

NIH

Figure 2. Primary Hardware Units of the C' System
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Emh bay contns 168 synooder circuits, 576 sample-and-hold circuits, and 6 individual operational amplifier cir-
cuit. Th large red, white, green, and gray patch panels and a variety of plugable components allow programmed

1n1 ooneetion of these circuits to simulate large syncoder networks. The large patch panels are rmovable so that
several different syncoder networks may be programmed at any one time. The system may be reconfiguired simply
by intarchangbig the preproamimed patch panels.

The pimary functimo of the control system is to sequence analog voltages to and from the syncoder network
simulation bays. Up to 1728 output voltage channels and up to 512 input voltage channels may be addressed. The
control system contains a PDP-8S computer, inputdoutput (I/) control logic, and analog signal conditioning cir-

The relays on the sample-and-hold boards are all connected to the analog output bus of the control system's out-
put multiplmr digital-toanalog (D-A) converter. Under program control, the PDP-8S can selectively close these
relays one at a time and set a stored voltage in each of the sample-and-hold circuits. In a similar manner, the relays
on the syncoder boards are connected to the analog input bus of the input multiplexer analog-to-digital (A-D) con-
verter. Under program control, the PDP-8S can selectively close these relays one at a time and record the analog
output voltage of each of the syncoder circuits. The converter can be manually set to operate at any resolution bet-
ween 6 and 12 bits.
Thwe we two main programs for the PDP-8S which are used with the C' System. SYNE is the program used to

control syncoder network operatin. The program provides for loading voltages into al sample-andhold circuits, or
any mbset of them, and for reading syncoder analog output voltages for all or any subset of the syncoders in C'. A
program called DALE, when used with its patch panel, serves to verify operation of all sample-and-hold boards,
8yncodr boad, input and output matrix drivers, and A-D and D-A converters. DALE is used to detect and locate

mlucIonn circuit boards. ~

T= OONTROL BAY

Figure 3 is a block digram of the important elements of the control system. Under program control, the PDP-8S
can load analog voltages into the sample-and-hold circuits in the bays through the output multiplexer, or read and
store the value of the analog output voltage from any syncoder board in the bays through the input multiplexer.
Th realtime clocks serve to control the dwell time of the reed relays used to select the signal source and destina. ft.

tion. The control logic serves to decode binary addresses supplied by the computer and to activate the proper pair of
driver circuits to cose one and only one relay in the appropriate relay matrix The ASR 33 teletypewriter permits
the operator to feed instruction to the PDP-8S and to receive lists of analog voltages measured on network syn-
coders through the input multiplax. Programs to control system operation may be loaded from magnetic tape

REAL " ""
CONTROLCNTR

,. .__.-CLOCKS

ANALOG DIGITAL ":;-
INPUT TO POP-S/S TO OuTPUT

MULTIPLEXER DIGITAL ONTROLLER ANALOG MULTIPLEXL

CONVERTER - CONVERT

I !:

____ ASR 33 MAGNETIC _,_.

512 INPUTS FROM C2  TYPEWRITER/ 1-(28 OUTPUTS TO C2

SYNAPSE INTEGRATOR PEADEF a TAPE SAMPLE AND HOLD
PUNC TRANSPORT CRUT

CIRCUITSjL CRCUTS

Figure 3. Block Diagram of the C' System Control Units
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tbzoug tk. taps tranhport unit, from paper tape or howi the keyboard through the teletypewriter, or manually
thongh the PDP-88 conisole switch register. The only system function not under program control in the output
multipleer real-time Clock. Its period is continuously variable from 5 to 50 milliseconds by means of the rotary
bob heated on the YA) statu panel. The input multiplexer real-time clock runs at a fixed period of 4 milliseconds.-

.

10%1

1Pgur 4. CI Contiol Bay and Teletypewriter
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The interface system control bay is mobile, and may be positioned up to 20 feet from the C1 network bays. Four
cables are required to connect the C2 controller with the bays. The green multi-wire cable connects J2 (jack number
2) of the control cabinet with the C' output relay matrix. The output relays are located on the sample-and-hold cir-
cuit boards. The orange multi-wire cable connects J of the control cabinet to the Cs input relay matrix. The input
relays are mounted on syncoder circuits boards and connected to synapse integrator outputs. One twinax cable con-
nects 3 with the C' input relay matrix analog signal bus, the other twinax cable connects J4 with the C2 output
relay matrix analog snal bus.

fgure 4 shows the C' control system cabinet. It shows, from top to bottom, the 1/0 control logic status in-
dicator panel, a system monitoring oscilloscope, the A-D converter, and the PDP-8S computer.

The top row of 12 lights on the 110 indicator panel is the output address indicator. It contains a 12-bit binary ver-
doan of the output addrens register. This address determines which of the 1728 sample-and-hold relays in the net-
work bays is dosed. The relays are physically located on the sample-and-hold boards discussed later in this report.
The bays am wired in such a manner that each of the 1728 output relays is located at a junction point within a 27
by 64 area of a 32 by 64 matrix Figure 5 shows a block diagram of the logic used to convert this binary address into
a umg relay closure. Each relay junction point is addressable by activation of the appropriate negative and
positive relay driver lines. The bit positions are labeled 0 through 11 from left to right with bit 0 being the most
significant bit. In the decoding operation bit 0 is ignored, bits 1 through 5 are decoded into a signal required to ac-
tivate one of the 32 positive line driven, and bits 6 through 11 are decoded into the signal required to activate one
of the 64 negative line drivers. The 32 positive and 64 negative line drivers are used to activate a diode matrix with
the relay coils in series with the diodes in such a manner that one relay is closed in the matrix for each address
generated by the computer. Table 1 contains the overall relationship between the output address (read in octal) and
the physical location of the associated sample-and-hold circuit in the C' network bays.

K64X32 OUTAU pt~ ~
! -6

TYPICAL L ___ ____ "i
POINT-

F 32 INES64 LINES

32 LINES 64 LINES -

Y ADDRESS X ADORESS-"
OCTA/DECIMAL DECODER OCTAL/ DECIMAL DECODER

4WS DIODE MATRIX) (8x8 DIODE MATRIX)

12 LINES 16 LINES

... ADDRES-X ADDRESS .

BINARY/OCTAL DECODER BINARY/OCTAL DECOR D
ER 

LINES' BITS 6-1l1- 6 LINES
LINES SITS I- 5 - --
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Table 1. Simple-and-Hold Locations Related to Controller Output Addresses

OUTPUT ADDRESES Negative (Bits 6-11)
PquitVe 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07

00 W~A lAiB lAiC lAID W~E 1A1F li 1A1 H

01 1A38 1A3T 1A3U 1A3V 1A3W 1A3X 1A3Y 1A3Z

*02 1B2J 1B2K 1B2L iB2M 1B2N 1B2P IB2Q IB2R,

08 1IdA iC1B iCiC 1CiD 1CIE iCiF ICiG 1C1H

04 1C3S 1CST IC3U lC3V 1C3W ld3X 1C3Y 1C3Z

06 1D2J 11)2K 1D2L 1D2M 1D2N 1D2P 1D2Q 1D2R

06 M~A M~B M~C 1ElID M~E M~F M~G MEH

07 1E38 1E3T 1ESU 1E3V 1E3W 1E3X MEY 1E3Z

10 IF2J 1F2K 1F2L 1F2M 1F2N 1F2P 1F2Q MFR

11 2A1A 2A1B 2A1C 2A1D 2A1E 2A1F 2A1G 2A1H

12 2A3S 2A3T 2A3U 2A3V 2A3W 2A3X 2A3Y 2A3Z

13 2B2J 2B2K 2B2L 2B2M 2B2N 2B2P 2B2Q MBR.

14 2C1A 2C1B 2C1C 2C1D 2C1E 2C1F 2C1G 2C1H

16 2C38 2C3T 2C3U 2C3V 2C3W 2C3X 2C3Y 2C3Z

16 2D2J 21)2K 2D2L 2D2M 2D2N 2D2P 2D2Q 2D2R

17 2E1A 2E1B 2E1C 2E1D MEE 2EIF 2E1G 2E1H

20 2E38 2E3T 2E3U 2E3V 2E3W 2E3X MEY 2E3Z

21 2F2J 2F2K 2F2L 2F2M 2F2N 2F2P 2F2Q MFR

22 WAA 3A1B 3A1C 3A1D 3A1E 3A1F 3A1G 3A1H

23 3A38 3A3T 3A3U 3A3V 3A3W 3A3X 3A3Y 3A3Z

24 3B2J 3B2K 3B2L 3B2M 3B2N 3B2P 3B2Q MBR.

26 3C1A 3C1B 3CiC 3C1D 3C1E 3C1F 3C1G 3C1H
26 3C3S 3CST 3C3U 3C3V 3C3W 3C3X 3C3Y 3C3Z

27 3D2J 31)2K 3D2L 3D2M 3D2N 3D2P 3D2Q 3D2R

30 3E1A 3E1B MEC MED MEE 3E1F MEG 3EH

31 3E3S 3E3T 3E3U 3E3V 3E3W 3E3X MEY 3E3Z

32 3F2J 3F2K 3F-2L 3F2M 3F2N 3F2P 3F2Q 3F2R

LIZ -
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Ta"l 1. Sample"andHold Locations Related to Controller Output Adrese (Continued)

OUTPUT ADDz~RSSE Negative (Bt .1
Positive 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
(Bift 1-6) __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

00 1A1J lAlK lAlL lAiM lWN lAiP 1A1Q lAiR,

01 1A4A 1A4B 1A4C 1A4D 1A4E 1A4F 1A4G 1A4H

02 1B28 1B2T 1B2U 1B2V 1B2W 1B2X MBY 1B2Z

03 1C1J iCiK 1C1L iCIM iCiN iCiP 1C1Q iCiR

04 IN4A 1C4B 1C4C 1C4D 1C4E 1C4F 1C4G 1C4H

06 1D28 1D2T 1D2U 1D2V 1D2W 1D2X 1D2Y 1D2Z

06 1E1 lElK M~L M~M M~N M~P 1E1Q M~R

07 MEA 1E4B 1E4C 1E4D MEE 1E4F 1E4G 1E4H

10 1F28 1F2T 1F2U 1F2V 1F2W 1F2X 1F2Y 1F2Z

11 2A1J 2A1K 2A1L 2A1M 2A1N 2A1P 2A1Q 2A1R

12 2A4A 2A4B 2A4C 2A4D 2A4E 2A4F 2A4G 2A4H

13 2B28 2B2T 2B2U 2B2V 2B2W 2B2X 2B2Y 2B2Z

14 2C1J 2C1K 2C1L 2C1M 2C1N 2C1P 2C1Q 2C1R

15 2C4A 2C4B 2C4C 2C4D 2C4E 2C4F 2C4G 2C4H

16 2D2S 2D2T 2D2U 2D2V 2D2W 2D2X 2D2Y 2D2Z

17 2E1J 2E1K 2E1L 2E1M 2E1N 2E1P 2E1Q 2E1R

20 2E4A 2E4B 2E4C 2E4D MEE 2E4F 2E4G 2E4H

21 2F28 2F2T MFU 2F2V 2FW 2F2X MFY 2F2Z

22 3A1J 3A1K 3A1L 3A1M 3AN 3A1P 3A1Q 3A1R

23 3A4A 3A4B 3A4C 3A4D 3A4E 3A4F 3A4G 3A4H

24 3B28 3B2T 3B2U 3B2V 3B2W 3B2X MBY 3B2Z

*25 3C1J 3C1K 3C1L 3C1M 3WIN 3C1P 3C1Q 3C1R

26 3C4A 3C4B 3C4C 3C4D 3C4E 3C4F 3C4G 3C4H

27 3D28 3D2T 3D2U 3D2V 3D2W 3D2X MDY 3D2Z

30 3E1J 3E1K MEL 3E1M MEN 3E1P 3E1Q MER

31 3E4A 3E4B 3E4C 3E4D MEE 3E4F 3E4G 3E4H

32 VF28 3F2T 3F2U 3F2V 3F2W 3F2X MFY 3F2Z
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Table 1. Sample-end-Hold Locations Related to controller output Adreuinos (continued)

OUTrPUT ADDRSSES Negative (Bit@ 6.11)
Positive 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
(Bits 146) ______________

00D W~S lAlT WAU 1AIV lAiW lWX W~Y 1A1Z

0 1 A4J 1A4K 1A4L 1A4M 1A4N 1A4P 1A4Q 1A4R

02 IB3A 1B3B 1B3C 1B3D lB3E 1B3F IM3 1B3H

03 iCiS IMiT 1C1U 1C1V iCiW iCiX M~Y 1C1Z

04 1CJ C4K 1C4L 1C4M 1C4N 1C4P 1C4Q 1C4R

05 1133A 1D3B 1DSC 1D3D 1D3E 1D3F ID3G 1D3H

06 lElS M~T MEU 1EIV M~W lEiX M~Y 1E1Z

07 1E4J 1E4K 1E4L 1E4M 1FAN 1E4P 1E4Q 1E4R

10 1F3A 1F3B 1F3C 1F3D MFE 1F3F IF3 1F3H O

11 2A1S 2A1T 2A1U 2A1V 2A1W 2A1X 2A1Y 2A1Z

12 2A4J 2A4K 2A4L 2A4M 2A4N 2A4P 2A4Q 2A4R

13 2B3A 2B3B 2B3C 2B3D MBE 2B3F 2B3G 2B3Hi
14 2C18 2C1T 2C1U 2C1V 2C1W 2C1X 2C1Y 2C1Z

15 2C4J 2C4K 2C4L 2C4M 2C4N 2C4P 2C4Q 2C4R

16 2D3A 2D3B 2D3C 2D3D 2D3E 2D3F 2D3G 2D3H

17 2EIS 2E1T 2EIU 2E1V 2E1W 2E1X MEY 2E1Z

20 2E4J 2E4K 2E4L 2E4M 2E4N 2E4P 2E4Q 2E4R

21 2F3A 2F3B 2F3C 2F3D MFE 2F3F 2F3G 2F3H

22 MI1S MI1T 3A1U 3A1V 3A1W 3A1X 3A1Y 3A1Z

23 3A4J 3A4K 3A4L 3A4M 3A4N 3A4P 3A4Q 3A4R

24 3B3A 3B3B 3B3C 3B3D MBE 3B3F 3B3G 3B3H -

25 3C1S WI1T 3C1U 3C1V 3C1W 3C1X 3C1Y 3C1Z

26 3C4J 3C4K 3C4L 3C4M 3C4N 3C4P 3C4Q 3C4R

27 3D3A 3D3B 3D3C 3D3D 3D3E 3D3F 3D3G 3D3H

30 HI1S 3E1T 3E1U 3E1V 3E1W 3E1X MEY 3E1Z

31 3E4J 3E4K 3E4L 3E4M 3E4N 3E4P 3E4Q 3E4R

32 MFA 3F3B 3F3C 3F3D MFE 3F3F 3F3G 3F3H
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T"b 1. Sauiple-mnd-Hoad Locations Related to Controller Output Admeos (Continued)

OUTPUT ADDR8W Negative (Bits 6.11)
Pqmdtive 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37
(Bits 1-4) ____________ __ __ __

00 1AMA 1A2B 1A2C 1A2D 1A2E 1A2F 1A2G 1A2H

01 IA48 1A4T 1A4U IA4V 1A4W 1A4X 1A4Y 1A4Z

02 1B3J 133K IBML 1B3m 1B3N 1B3P 1B3Q 1B3R

08 1C2A IC2B 1C2C 1C2D 1C2E 1C2F 1C2G 1C2H

04 1C48 1C4T 1C4U 1C4V 1C4W 1C4X 1C4Y 1C4Z

05 IDSJ 1D3K 1D3L 1D3M 1D3N 1D3P 1D3Q 1D3R

0S lE2A 1E2B 11&2C 1E2D MEE 1E2F 1E2G 1E2H
07 1E48 1E4T 1E4U 1E4V 1E4W 1E4X MEY 1E4Z

10 1F3J 1F3K 1F3L 1F3M 1F3N 1F3P 1F3Q 1F3R

*11 2A2A 2A2B WAC 2A2D WAE 2A2F 2A2G 2AH

12 2A48 2A4T 2A4U 2A4V 2A4W 2A4X 2A4Y 2A4Z

13 2B3J 2B3K 2B3L 2B3M 2B3N 2B3P 2B3Q 2B3R

14 2C2A 2C2B 2C2C 2C2D 2C2E 2C2F 2C2G 2C2H

15 2C48 2C4T 2C4U 2C4V 2C4W 2C4X 2C4Y 2C4Z

16 2DSJ 2DSK 2D3L 21)31 2D3N 2D3P 2D3Q 2D3R

17 2M2A 2M2 212C 212D) 2ME 212F 2E2G 2E2H

20 2M4 214T 2,4U 2E4V 2E4W 2E4X MEY 2E4Z

21 2F3J 213K 2P3L 2F3M 2F3N 2F3P 2F3Q 2F3R

22 WA 3A2B 3A2C 3A2D 3A2E 3A2F 3A2G 3A2H

23 3A48 3A4T SAWU 3A4V 3A4W 3A4X 3A4Y 3A4Z

24 3B3J 333K 3B3L 331 3B3N 3B3P 3B3Q 3B3R

25 3C2A 3C2B 3C2C 3C2D 3C2E 3C2F 3C2G 3C2H

26 3C48 3C4T 3C4U 3C4V 3C4W 3C4X 3C4Y 3C4Z

27 31)6. 31)3K 3D3L 31)31 3D3N 3D3P 3D3Q 3D3R

s0 3L?2A 32B 392C 312D MEE 3E2F 3E2G 3E2H

31 3148 3F,4T 3E4U 3E4V 3E4W 3E4X 3EY 3E4Z

32 3731 373K 3F3L 3F3M 3F3N 3F3P 3F3Q 3F3R
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Tabl 1. Sampks-nd Hold Locations Related to Controller Output Adreume (Continued)

OIUrPUT ADDICSES Negative (Bit 6-11)
Positive 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47
(Bits, 1-5) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

00 1A2J 1 A2K 1A2L 1A2M 1AN 1A2P 1A2Q 1AR

01 iBlA iBiB 1BiC iBiD M~E 1131F iB1G 1131H

02 1113S 1BST IB3U 1133V 1B3W 1B3X 1B3Y 1B3Z

03 1C2J 1C2K 1C2L 1C2M 1C2N 1C2P 1C2Q 1C2R

04 IDlA iDIB M~C iDID M~E iDiF M~G 1DiH

06 1D38 1DST 1D3U 1D3V iD3W iD3X iD3Y 1D3Z

06 1E2J 1E2K 1E2L MIAM iE2N 1E2P iE2Q 1E2R

07 1FlA M~B M~C iFID M~E iFiF M~G 1FH

10 1F38 1F3T 1F3U 1F3V 1F3W iF3X M~Y 1F3Z

11 2A2J WAK 2A2L 2A2M 2A2N 2A2P 2A2Q 2A2R

12 2BIA 2131B 2B1C 2B1D 2131E 2B1F 2BiG 2B1H

13 2BSS 2B3T 2B3U 2B3V 2B3W 2B3X 2B3Y 2B3Z

14 2C2J 2C2K 2C2L 2C2M 2C2N 2C2P 2C2Q 2C2R

*15 2D1A 2D1B 2D1C 2D1D MDE 2D1F 2D1G 2DiH

16 2D38 2D3T 2D3U 2D3V 2D3W 2D3X 2D3Y 2D3Z

17 2E2J 2E2K 2E2L 2E2M 2E2N 2E2P 2E2Q 2E2R

20 2F1A 2F1B 2F1C 2F1D MFE 2F1F 2F1G 2F1H

21 2F38 2F3T 2F3U 2F3V 2F3W 2F3X MFY 2F3Z

22 3A2J 3A2K 3A2L 3A2M 3A2N 3A2P 3A2Q 3A2R

23 3B1A 3B1B 3B1C 3B1D 3131E 3B1F- 3B1G 3B1H

24 3m 3BST 3B3U 3B3V 3B3W 3B3X 3133Y 3133Z

25 3C2J 3C2K 3C2L 3C2M 3C2N 3C2P 3C2Q 3C2R

26 MDA 3D1B 3D1C 3D1D MDE 3D1F 3D1G 3D1H

27 3D38 3D3T 3D3U 3D3V 3D3W 3D3X MDY 3D3Z

30 3E2J 3E2K 3E2L MidM 3E2N 3E2P 3E2Q 3E2R

31 3F1A 3F1B VIC 3F1D MFE 3F1F 3FIG 3F1H

32 3F38 3F3T 3F3U 3F3V 3F3W 3F3X MFY 3F3Z
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Table 1. SamplamndHold Locations Related to Controller Output Adresses (Continued)

OUTPUT ADDRSU Negative (Bits 6-11)
Ps"v 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57
Obe 1-5) ____________ __

00 IA28 1A2T 1A2U 1A2V 1A2W WAX 1A2Y 1A2Z

01 1B1J 1BiK IBML 1BiM IBiN 1B1P 1BIQ 1B1R

02 1B4A 1B4B 1B4C 1B4D 1B4E 1B4F 1B4G 1B4H

06 1C28 IC2T 1C2U 1C2V 1C2W 1C2X 1C2Y 1C2Z

04 1D1J 1DiK iDIL iDiM IiN iDiP 1D1Q M~R

06 1D4A 1D4B 1D4C 1D4D 1D4E 1D4F 1D4G 1D4H

06 1E28 1E2T 1E2U 1E2V 1E2W 1E2X MEY 1E2Z

07 1F1J IFiK Ii M~M M~N M~P LF1Q M~R

10 IN4A MFB MFC MFD 44E 1F4F MFG 1F4H

11 MS2 2A2T 2A2U 2A2V 2A2W 2AX 2A2Y 2A2Z

12 2B1J 2B1K 2B11, 2B1M 2B1N 2B1P 2B1Q 2B1R

13 2B4A 2B4B 2B4C 2B4D MBE 2B4F 2B4G 2B4H

14 2C28 2C2T 2C2U 2C2V 2C2W 2C2X 2C2Y 2C2Z
15 2D1J 2D1K 2D1L 2D1M 2D1N 2D1P 2D1Q 2D1R

16 2D4A 2D4B 2D4C 2DND 2D4E 2D4F 2D4G 2D4H

17 2E28 2E2T 2E2U 2E2V 2E2W 2E2X MEY 2E2Z

20 2F1J 2F1K 2F1L 2F1M 2F1N 2F1P 2FIQ 2F1R

21 MFA 2F4B 2F4C 2F4D MFE 2F4F 2F4G 2F4H

22 3A28 3A2T 3A2U 3A2V 3A2W 3A2X 3A2Y 3A2Zr.

23 3B1J 3B1K 3B11, 3B1M 3B1N 3B1P 3B1Q 3B1R

24 MBA 3B4B 3B4C 3B4D 3B4E 3B4F 3B4G 3B4H

25 3C28 3C2T 3C2U 3C2V 3C2W 3C2X I3C2Y 3C2Z

26 3D1J 3D1K 3D1L 3D1M 3D1N 3D1P 3D1Q MDR

27 3D4A 3D4B 3D4C 3D4D 3D4E 3D4F 3D4G 3D4H

30 3R28 3E2T 3E2U 3E2V 3E2W 3E2X MEY 3E2Z

31 3F1J 3F1K 3F1L MFM MFN MFP 3F1Q MFR

32 MFA 3F4B 3F4C 3F4D MFE 3F4F 3F4G 3F4H
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T"bl 1. Sample-and-Hold Locations Related to Controller Output Adremees (Continued)

OUTPUT ADDRiESM Negative (Bits 6-11)
positive 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67

00 1A3A 1A3B 1A3C 1A3D 1A3E 1A3F 1A3G 1A3H

*01 IBIS IiT IBIU IBIV 1IiW IBiX M~Y 1BiZ

02 1B4J 1B4K 1B4L lB4Id 1B4N 1B4P 1B4Q 1B4RJ

03 lc3A 1C3B 1C3C 1C3D 1CSE 1C3F iC3G 1C3H

04 M~S M~T 1D1U MDV M~W IDiX M~Y 1D1Z-

06 1D4J 1D4K 1D4L 1D4M 1D4N 1D4P 1D4Q 1D4R

06 MEA 1E3B 1E3C 1E3D 1E3E 1E3F 1E3G 1E3H

07 VIiS M~T iF1U MFV MW iF1X M~Y 1F1Z

10 IF4J 1F4K 1F4L 1F4M MFN MFP 1F4Q 1F4R

11 2A3A 2A3B 2A3C 2A3D 2A3E 2A3F 2A3G 2A3H

12 2B1S 2B1T 2B1U 2BIV 2BiW 2B1X 2B1Y 2B1Z

13 2B4J 2B4K 2B4L 2B4M 2B4N 2B4P 2B4Q 2B4R

14 2C3A 2C3B 2C3C 2C3D 2C3E 2C3F 2C3G 2C3H

15 2D1S 2D1T 2D1U 2D1V 2D1W 2D1X 2D1Y 2D1Z

16 2D4J 2D4K 2D4L 2D4M 2D4N 2D4P 2D4Q 2D4R

17 2E3A -2E3B 2E3C 2E3D 2ESE 2E3F 2M3 2E3H

20 2F1S 2F1T 2F1U 2F1V 2F1W 2F1X 2F1Y 2F1ZJ21 2F4J 2F4K 2F4L 2F4M 2F4N 2F4P 2F4Q ______

22 3A3A 3A3B 3A3C WAD WAE 3A3F 3A3G 3A3H

23 3B1S 3B1T 3B1U 3B1V 3B1W 3B1X MBY 3B1Z

24 3B4J 3B4K 3B4L 3B4M 3B4N 3B4P 3B4Q 3B4R

25 303A 3C3B 3C3C 3C3D 3C3E 3C3F 3C3G 3C3H

26 MDS 3D1T 3D1U 3D1V 3DiW 3D1X MDY 3D1Z

27 3D4J 3D4K 3D4L 3D4M 3D4N 3D4P 3D4Q 3D4R

30 MEA 3E3B 3E3C 3E3D MEE 3E3F 3E3G 3E3H -

31 3F1S 3F1T 3F1U MFV MFW 3F1X MFY 3F1Z

1'32 3F4J 3F4K 3F4L 3F4M 3F4N 3F4P 3F4Q 3F4R
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Ta"l 1. Sampemand-Hold Locations Related to Coutoller Output Adremmes (Continued)

OUTPUT ADDRS Negative (Bits 6-11)
Positive 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77
(Bits 1-5)__ ____

00 1A3J 1.43K 1A3L 1A3M 1A3N 1A3P 1A3Q 1A3R

01 0B2A 1B2B 1B2C 1B2D MBE 1B2F 1B2G 1B2H

02 1B4S 1B4T 1B4U 1B4V 1B4W 1B4X 1B4Y 1B4Z

03 1C3J 1C3K 1C3L 1C3M 1C3N 1C3P 1CJ3Q 1C3R

04 1D2 1D2B 1D2C 1D2D MDE 1D2F 1D2G 1D2H

06 1D4S 1D4T 1D4U 1D4V 1D4W 1D4X 1D4Y 1D4Z

C06 1E3J 1E3K 1E3L 1E3M IE3N IM3P IESQ 1E3R

07 1F2A 1F2B 1F2C 1F2D MFE 1F2F MFG 1F2H

10 MS4 MFT MFU MFV MFW 1F4X MFY 1F4Z

11 2A3J 2.43K 2A3L 2A3M 2A3N 2A3P 2A3Q 2A3R

12 2B2A 2B2B 2B2C 2B2D MBE 2B2F 2B2G 2B2H

13 2B4S 2B4T 2B4U 2B4V 2B4W 2B4X 2B4Y 2B4Z

14 2C3J 2C3K 2C3L 2C3M 2C3N 2C3P 2C3Q 2C3R

15 2D2A 2D2B 2D2C 2132D MDE 2D2F 2D2G 2D2H

16 2D4S 2D4T 2D4U 2fl4V 2D4W 2D4X 2D4Y 2D4Z

17 2E3J 2E3K 2E3L 293M 2E3N 2E.3P 2E3Q 2E3R

20 MFA 2F2B 2F2C MFD MFE 2F2F 2F2G MFH

21 2F48 2F4T 2F4U 2P4V 2F4W 2F4X MFY 2F4z

22 3A3J ]3 4K 3A3L 3A3M 3AN 3A3P 3A3Q 3A3R

23 3B2A 3B2B 3B2C 3fl2D MBE 3B2F 3B2G 3B2H

24 3B48 3B4T 3B4U 3B4V 3B4W 3B4X MBY 3B4Z

25 3C3J 3C3K 3C3L 3C3M 3C3N 3C3P 3C3Q 3C3R

26 3D2A 3D2B 3D2C 3D2D 3D2E 3D2F 3D2G -3D2H

27 3D48 3D4T 3D4U 3D4V 3D4W 3D4X 3D4Y 3D4Z

s0 3E3J 3E3K 3E3L 3E3M 3E3N 3E3P 3E3Q 3E3R

31 MFA 3F2B 3F2C 3P2D MFE 3F2F 3F2G 3F2H

32 3F48 3F4T MFU 3PF4V 3F4W 3F4X MFY 3F4Z
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The row of eight lights below the output address indicator is the D-A converter indicator. It shows an 8-bit binary
numbsr equal to the contents of the D-A converter register. Table 2 contains the conversion between values of this
binary number and the analog output voltage which may be any one of 255 levels between + 10 and - 10 volts.

Table 2. Representative Digital-to-Analog Conversions for Sample-and-Hold Voltages

Displayed No. Displayed No.
in Octal in Octal Voltage

000 0.000 200 +10.000
001 - 0.079 201 + 9.921
002 -0.157 202 +9.843

007 - 0.551 207 + 9.449
010 - 0.630 210 + 9.370
011 - 0.709 211 + 9.291

077 -4.961 277 ± 5.039
100 -5.039 300 + 4.961
101 - 5.118 301 + 4.882

175 -9.843 375 +0.157
176 -9.921 376 + 0.079
177 - 10.000 377 0.000

5,-.

The row of nine lights at the bottom of the 1/0 indicator panel is the binary input address indicator. It conists of
bits 3 through 11 of the input address register. This address determines which one of the 504 syncoder circuit
rea is dosed. Each relay allows the analog output of syncoder to be sampled. These relays are physically located
on the synoder boards. The bays are wired in such a maner that each relay effectively lies at a junction point of an
8 by 64 matrix The logic used to convert this binary address into a single relay closure is similar to that used for
the output addres decoding. Bits 3, 4 and 5 are decoded into the a signal required to activate one of the 8 positive
line driven. Bits 6 through 11 are decoded into a signal required to activate one of the 64 negative line drivers. An
8 by 64 diode matrix with relay coils at all but 8 cr nnpoints is then used to permit the output of any one of the 504
synapse integrators in C2 to be connected to the A-D converter. Table 3 decodes the binary input address indication
(read in octal) into the syncoder physical location in the bays. The value of the analog signal sampled through the
input matrix is converted by the A-D converter and the corresponding binary number is displayed by a row of 12 in-
dicator lamps on the front panel of that unit. These binary numbers can be stored by the PDP-88 and recalled from
memory under program control. Table 4 shows octal numbers resulting from some analog voltage input values.
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Table 3. Syncoder Locations Related to Controller Input Addresses

INPUT ADDRESMI Positive (Bits 3-5)
Negative 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07
(Bits 6-11) ____ ____ _______________

00 W~ 1C9 1E17 2A25 2D5 2F13 31321 ME

01 1A2 I=l 1E18 2A26 2D6 2F14 3B22 3E2 \

02 1A3 ICUi ME9 2A27 2D7 2F15 3B23 3E3

06 IM4 1C12 IE20 2A28 2D8 2F16 3B24 3E4

04 1A5 1C13 1E21 2131 2D9 2F17 3B25 3E5

06 1A6 1C14 1E22 2B32 2D10 2F18 3B26 3E6

06 IA7 1C15 1E23 2113 2D11 2F19 3B27 3E7

07 1A8 1C16 1E24 2114 2D12 2F20 3B28 3E.8

10 1A9 1C17 1E25 2B5 2D13 2F21 3C1 3E9

11 W~O 1C18 1E26 2B6 2D14 MF2 3C2 ME1

12 1A1l 1C19 1E27 2137 2D15 2F23 3C3 3E11

13 1A12 1C20 1E28 2B38 2D16 2F24 3C4 3E12

*14 IA13 1C21 M~ 2139 2D17 2F25 3C5 3E13

15 1A14 1C22 1F2 21310 2D18 2F26 3C6 3E14

16 lA15 1C23 1F3 2B11 2D19 2F27 3C7 31315

17 1A16 1C24 1F4 21312 2D20 2F28 3C8 3E16

*20 1A17 1C25. 1F5 21313 2D21 WA 3C9 31317

21 1A18 1C26 1F6 21314 2D22 3A2 3C10 3E18

22 1A19 1C27 1F7 21315 2D23 3A3 3C11 3E19

23 1A20 1C28 1F8 2B16 2D24 3A4 3C12 3E20

24 1A21 1D1 1F9 2B17 2D25 3A5 3C13 3E21

25 1A22 1D2 iFlO 2B18 2D26 3A6 3C14 3E22

26 1A23 1D3 1F11 2B19 2D27 3A7 3C15 3E23

27 1A24 IN4 1F12 2B20 2D28 3A8 3C16 3E24

30 1A25 1D5 1F13 2B21 2E1 3A9 3C17 3E25

31 IA26 1D6 1F14 2B322 2E2 3A10 3C18 3E26

32 1A27 1D7 1F15 21323 2E3 3A11 3C19 3E27
33 LAW8 IDS 1F16 2B324 2E4 3A12 3C20 3E28

34 IBi 1D9 1F17 21325 2E5 3A13 3C21 3F1

35 1132 ID10 1F18 2B26 2E6 3A14 3C22 3F2
36 1B3 ID11 IF19 2B27 2E7 3A15 3C23 3F3 -

37 1B4 1D12 IF20 21328 2E8 3A16 3C24 3F4
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Table 3. Syncoder Locations Related to Controller Input Addresses (Continued)

INPUT ADDRESSES Positive (Bits 3-5)
Negative 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07
(Bits 6-11) &11_.

40 1B5 1D13 1F21 2C1 2E9 3A17 3C25 3F5

41 1B6 1D14 1F22 2C2 2E10 3A18 3C26 3F6

42 1B7 1D15 1F23 2C3 2E11 3A19 3C27 3F7

43 1B8 1D16 1F24 2C4 2E12 3A20 3C28 3F8

44 1B9 1D17 1F25 2C5 2E13 3A21 3D1 3F9
45 1B10 1D18 1F26 2C6 2E14 3A22 3D2 3F10

46 1B11 1D19 1F27 2C7 2E15 3A23 3D3 3F11

47 1B12 1D20 1F28 2C8 2E16 3A24 3D4 3F12

50 1B13 1D21 2A1 2C9 2E17 3A25 3D5 3F13

51 1B14 1D22 2A2 2C10 2E18 3A26 3D6 3F14 .-.

52 1B15 1D23 2A3 2C11 2E19 3A27 3D7 3F15

53 1B16 1D24 2A4 2C12 2E20 3A28 3D8 3F16

54 1B17 1D25 2A5 2C13 2E21 3B1 3D9 3F17

55 1B18 1D26 2A6 2C14 2E22 3B2 3D10 3E18

56 1B19 1D27 2A7 2C15 2E23 3B3 3D11 3F19

57 1B20 1D28 2A8 2C16 2E24 3B4 3D12 3F20

60 1B21 E1 2A9 2C17 2E25 3B5 3D13 3F21

61 1B22 1E2 2A10 2C18 2E26 3B6 3D14 3F22

62 1B23 1E3 2A11 2C19 2E27 3B7 3D15 3F23

63 1B24 1E4 2A12 2C20 2E28 3B8 3D16 3F24

64 1B25 1E5 2A13 2C21 2F1 3B9 3D17 3F25

65 1B26 1E6 2A14 2C22 2F2 3B10 3D18 3F26

66 1B27 1E7 2A15 2C23 2F3 3B11 3D19 3F27

67 1B28 IE8 2A16 2C24 2F4 3B12 3D20 3F28

70 iCi 1E9 2A17 2C25 2F5 3B13 3D21 ---____--_

71 1C2 1ElO 2A18 2C26 2F6 3B14 3D22 "_-_"_"

72 IC3 1Ell 2A19 2C27 2F7 3B15 3D23 '______

73 1C4 1E12 2A20 2C28 2F8 3B16 3D24

74 1C5 1E13 2A21 2D1 2F9 3B17 3D25

75 1C6 1E14 2A22 2D2 2F10 3B18 3D26 __.""

76 1C7 1El5 2A23 2D3 2F11 3B19 3D27 _,-.___

77 1C8 1E6 2A24 2D4 2F12 3B20 f 3D28 I-___,_
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Table 4. Representative Analog-to-Digital Conversions for Syncoder Voltages

Voltage Octal Number
+10 4000 .-

+9 4314
+8 4632 9
+7 5146
+6 5462 4

+5 6000
+4 6314
+3 6632
+2 7146
+ 1 7462

0 0000
- I 0314
-2 0632
-3 1146
-4 1462
-5 2000
-6 2314
-7 2632
-8 3146
-9 3463

-10 3777

THE NETWORK BAYS
The C' System also consists of three large network bays labeled left to right, Bay 1, Bay 2, and Bay 3. The bays

are identical except that the power supplies and power switches for all three are located in Bay 1.
Each bay has three basic external parts-a large red, white, green, and gray removable patch panel, a small black

patch panel, and a neon light display, all mounted on the front face of a large pull-out drawer containing the circuit
boards. The light display and the two patch panels in a given bay all correspond to the same set of syncoders.

THE LARGE PATCH PANELS
Each large patch panel has six sections, A through F, arranged as shown in Figure 6. Each section is identical to

the one shown in Figure 7 and contains syncoder areas, sample-and-hold locations, inter-bay connection locations,
and access to an extra operational amplifier.

SYNCODER AREAS
There are 28 syncoder areas in each section. On the patch panel, they look like the one drawn in Figure 8. They

are arranged in four rows of six followed by a row of four. The syncoders are referenced by the following scheme-
"Bay Number", "Section Letter", "Syncoder Number". The syncoders in each section are numbered sequentially, 1
though 28. For example, "2A6" refers to the sixth syncoder area (last one in the first row) of the A section in Bay 2.
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Figure 6. A Large Patch Panel Figure 7. A Single Patch Panel Section

SY NCODER NUMBER

0 0/---
~DC0 i~iVGREEN, SUMMING JUNCTION

HOE0000HOE

0000 GRAY, GROUND HOLES
RED, PULSE--- 0 0 0 0

OUTPUT WHITE, ANALOG OUTPUT
HOLES Q0 00 HOLES

Figure 8. An Individual Syncoder Patch Panel Area
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The green holes access the summing junction of the initial amplifier stage. The white holes are wired to the out-
put of the synapse section (an analog signal), which is also the input to the encoder section, while the red holes are
the termination of the (pulse) output signal from the encoder section. The gray holes are tied to the system ground.

SAMPLE-AND-HOLD LOCATIONS

The seven rows of alternating green and white holes just below the 28 syncoders are assigned to sample-and-hold
circuits. A PDP-8 program, SYNSET, with teletype input can provide voltages to be stored on these sample-and-
hold boards. These sample-and-hold locations can be patched to the summing junction of any syncoder to supply a
fixed voltage as a bias voltage or a weighting voltage for a pulse train. The scheme for referencing the sample-and-
hold locations is described here and shown in Figure 9. Each vertical pair of dots has a row number (one through
three) in the left hand edge of the row. Row 4 has a single row of holes. Each of the 24 positions along the row has a
letter assigned to it ("A" through "Z", with "I" and "0" omitted). Each location (vertical pair) may be referenced as
follows -"Bay Number", "Section Letter", "Row Number", and "Letter". For example, 2A1C refers to Bay 2, Section
A, first row, third vertical pair. In this area the two different colors (white and green) serve only to discriminate
one sample-and-hold location from its adjacent neighbors.

GREE ,-WHITE.- GREEN

0 0,00000( 9010
* z~i{ 1 -.. ..-. "..... "O0 0 E F

01000000001000. 0- 010 0 -c_ 0 0
WHITE

100000 00100 0
GRE E4;Q QQ j
WHITE GREEN

Figure 9. A Portion of the Sample-and-Hold Locations Area

INTO BAY CONNECTION LOCATIONS
In betwen the syncoder and sample-and-hold areas are the inter-bay connection locations shown in Figure 10.

All the red holes a wired to jacks on the back of each bay, with portions of two different jacks connected to each
sedan. Te two subareas are differentiated on the patch panel as a set of 24 "vertical" holes (4 columns of 6 holes)
and 16 "horiontal holes (4 groups of 4). The gray holes are system ground connections, which can be easily paired
with the vertical holes using dual patch-panel plugs.

All the inter-bay connection locations (red holes) from the large patch panel terminate in five 50-pin jacks,
" ~athough only 48 pins are used on each connector. The 48 vertically arrayed red holes in sections A and D in each

bay are wired to J10 on the back of the bay. J10 is also hardwired to the small patch panel as described in the next
ractin.The 48 vertical red holes in sections B and E are wired to Jl 1 and those in sections C and F are wired to

J12. The 48 horizantal red holes in sections A, D and B are wired to J13 and those in sections E, C and F to J14.
Table 5 contains the above information in tabular form. Cables are used to connect one jack to any other Jack on
any bey (ncluding another jack on the same bay). This is the primary way in which the bays a communicate with
ea other.
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'00

0~@50
@0 @

INTER-SAY CONNECTION HOLES:

(G "HORIZONTAL"- GROUP HOLES

(D "VERTICAL" - GROUP HOLES

SSYSTEM GROUND HOLES

Figure 10. A Representative Inter-Bay Connection Locations Area

Table 5. Inter-Bay Connections

Type section Jack Number 4

Vertical A, D J1O'

Vertical B, E ill

Vertical C, F J12

Horizontal A, D, B J13

Horizontal E, C, F J14

-Also hardwired to the small (black) patch panel

EXTRA OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIE AREA
The bottom row of hola. in each section acceses an extra operational amplifier (op amp), which can be used for

luaeslng the fan-out capability of a selected syncoder output or for general analog signal processing. As with the
synooser ares the pee h oles are the summing junction input, and the white holes are connected to the op, amp
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7= SmAIL PATCH PANELS
On the left-hand side of each bay, below the large patch panel, is a small black patch panel. It is not removable,

but accepts the -am type connectors as the large patch panel. As can be see in Figure 11, it has only three types of
holew syncoder pulse outputs, extra operational amplifier summing junction inputs, and a limited set of inter-bay
connection holes.

SYNCODER PULSE OUTPUT HOLES
The small patch panel provides the pulse output of each syncoder for monitoring. The top portion (rows A '

through Q) is arranged like a miniature version of the large patch panel. One hole corresponds to the pulse output
of each syncoder. Holes 2, 5, 8, and 11 in rows E, K, and Q, which correspond to the inter-bay connection locations
area on the large patch panel, are not pulse output holes.

EXTRA OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER SUMMING JUNCTION INPUT HOLES
Holes 2,5,8, and 11 in rows E, K, and Q provide 2 more inputs to the summing junction of the extra operational

amplifier for each section. These holes are designated with an "X" in Figure 11.

INTER-BAY CONNECTION HOLES
Rows R through W are wired to inter-bay connection jacks on the back of the bay. Columns 1, 2, 3 and 12 are con- ...

nected to J9. These 24 pins, specified in Figure 11, are the only pins of J9 in use. Columns 4 through 11 are con-
nected both to J10 and also to the "vertical" inter-bay connection holes in sections A and D of the large patch panel,
as discussed earlier.

... %.

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011 12

A Al A2 A3 A4 A5A6 DI0020D3 0 4050D6

B A7 As £ ASOAA A12 0 09 0D0 o- 02

C A13 A14 A1S A16 A17 A16 D53 014 DI5 015 Di D6

D A,AoAZ, £22A23 D09020 022 022023024 THE NON-"X"ED SQUARES
E A25 X AN AV X AZ8 M X 025 027 X D2 IN ROWS "A" THROUGH "Q"
F 91 82 93 54,05 56 El E2 E3 E4 ES E6 CORRESPOND TO PULSE
G s, sT 35 8 ,0 Oil 127 E 5 ES E E,l 1,2 OUTPUT HOLES

H 813 81415 01637B6 E1l3 E14 15 EI1 El 16

J $I Sawn I3O203024E 91E20121 122 123124

K OUX =s68siX 02 R5 X EN E2 X 126 "X'S" REPRESENT ADDITIONAL -

L =F cz C3 CF CS C,, , 2 , 3 P, F6 SUMMING JUNCTION INPUTS
M C? COC9 CO C11 C2 F7 FO F9 Flo Pil F12 FOR THE EXTRA OPERATIONAL
N 03C4CsISCICIS 13F44 F ,1 fig AMPLIFIER FOR EACH SECTION
p ClC2oC2i C22C23C24 Fi9 F20 F21F22 F23F241

Q C2SX C26 C X C 3 25 X P26F27 X F26

R 26 32 30 13 19 2531 3743 1

S 2 33 39 2 9 14 20 26 32 3644 2 ROWS R-W REPRESENT
T 2634 40 3 9 t5 21 2733 39 45 3 JACK CONNECTIONS
U 23 35 41 4 10 16 22 28 34 4046 4

V 30 3642 55 11 7?23 293541547 5

W 313743 6 12 13 2430 36 4246 61

e.JACK I0 ""..,..2
JACK 9 OUPU JACK 9(PIN 26431 OUTPUT .-

(PIN26-43) (PINS 1-48) (PINS I-6)

Figure 11. The Small Patch Panel
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NEON UGUT DISPLAY PANE"
The neon light display panel, located just below the large patch panel on each bay, has a single neon light to

reprsent the pulse output of each syncoder (1 through 28) in each section (A through F). The lights, represented by
circles in Figure 12, are arranged in the same order u are the syncoder area on the large patch panel.

*000000000000~00000000000"
SECTION A 00000000000 SECTION D

00000000000

00000000000
00000000000

SECTION B 000000b00000 SECTION E

000000000000[l o[-M Ono or-1o
00000000000
00000000000

SECTI ON G O 0000 O00000 SETION F "'

0 SEC.QF.

Figure 12. The Neon Light Display Panel

,.''

CARD FUM RACKS
As mmtiond earlier, the patch panels of each bay are actually mounted on the front of a large pull-out drawer

featuring two hinW frame (one on each ide), each containing seven rows of card mounting racks. (Each of the
card fil rowe ha do for 17 circuit boards except rows A, B, C, D, E, and F of bay 1, which have 16 slots.) Most of
the circuts of the C' Systam ae on circuit boards which are inserted in these card file racks. Figure 13 shows a
front vww ot a bay with the drawer plWled out and the card file doors opened.

TOP

RACK PAT CH RACK 'm

17 PANEL I

SAMPLE- N A E SYNCODERAN-ODBOARDS l

BOARDS P O

A SAMPLE-AND-

SYNCOOER I K HOLD BOARDS
BOARDS C F

FRONT VIEW- DRAWER OPENED

BAY WITH PATCH PANI-L

AND RACKS SHOWN

Figure 13. General Location of the Card Racks
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THE C' SYNCODER CIRCUITS

At the time of this writing, there are five circuit implementations of the syncoder principles in use with the C2
.y"noder network simulator. The five versions, called Mod 1 through Mod 5 respectively, represent a continuingengineeing development effort aimed at increasing performance and reducing cost. This sction brings together in
a single concise reference all operation and maintenance data available on these circuits. Although the Mod 1 and
Mod 2 boards wea described by Gruenke and Mundie (1968), their descriptions are repeated here for completeness.

For each circuit, there is a circuit diagram, a parts list, labled photographs showing both sides of the board, a
co~mmentary on circuit function, and a step-by4tep checkout procedure which can be used for maintenance pur-
poes At the end of this section is a listing of the significant information processing features of each design. This
permits a C2 programmer to pick that version of the syncoder implementation which bests suit. the information
processing task at any point in an arbitrary syncoder network.

Each syncoder circuit board contains two circuits, identified as A and B. (Circuit A occupies the left half of the
board looking at the component side with the connector at the bottom.) Thus, each syncoder location on a front
panel corresponds to one half of a syncoder circuit board, and the boards for the 28 syncoders in each section of a
patch panel are located in the first 14 slots of the correspondingly lettered card file row. Figures 14 and 15 show
the relationship between patch panel locations and card file locations for a representative section from each half of
a bay.

ALL PATCH PANEL SECTIONS (A-F)

- BOARD No.

CIRCUIT DESIGNATION

-9 IA ,8 2A 28 3A 38

i 2 3 4 5 6

4A 48 5 A 58 6A 6 8

7 8 9 10 II 12

7A 78 8A 88 9"A 98

13 14 15 16 17 is

I0 A 108 11 A 11 B 12 A 12 8

19 20 21 22 23 24

13 A 138 14 A 148

25 26 27 28

L-SYN CODER No.

Figure 14. Syncoder Circuit Identifications as a Function of Patch Panel Location
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CARD FILE ROWS AB&C

SYNCODER N o.---i"'
I R- I p

R
0

28 26 24 22 2 8 1614 12 10 8 6 4 2 8 N
T

P
A

27 26 23 21 19 17 15 13 11 9 7 5 3 1 A N
Eii' L

14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
BOARD No.-"

CIRCUIT DESIGNATION

CARD FILE ROWS D,E8F

F F-SYNCODER No.R
0
N
T A 1 3 57 9It 1315 17 1921 2325 27

A
N 2468 112 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
E
L

1234567891011121314
LhBOARD No.

CIRCUIT DESIGNATION

Figure 15. Syncoder Numbers Related to Card File Locations

The s tic show only one syncoder circuit, rather than showing two identical circuits. However, power sup-
ply bypass capacitors which serve both circuits are shown on the schematic even though they do not occur twice on
the board. In the text describing each syncoder, reference is made to input/output pins for the circuit located on the
left half of the board (components with an A suffix in layout diagrams). For example, the ± 12-volt pulse output
will be referred to as pin J, with the implicit underding that if the circuit on the right half of the board were
under consideration, its pulse output is found on pin L as is clearly shown on the schematic.

MOD 1 SYNOOD"
CICUIT DESCRIPTION

The Mod 1 Syncoder was developed directly from the syncoder circuits used in the Root C syncoder network

simulator described by Gruenke and Mundie (1968). The circuit is shown in Figure 16; the circuit board layout is
shown in Figmes 17 and 18; and the list of components is given in Table 6. The operational amplifier, OA1, is used
as a low-pas filter to permit summing the inputs from any combination of up to eight synapse button and analog
signal sources. The feedback capacitor, C1, can be made larger by plugging an additional capacitor into the pro-
gram patch panel, thereby controlling the pans band of the filter. The output of the operational amplifier, 8(t),
therefore simulat. the spatial and temporal summated potential difference thought to be the physiologically
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significant analog signal encoded by a neuron. This signal is available to the program patch panel through pin C,
" and may be Used as an analog input signal to any syncoder, or as a weighting voltage for any synapse button. Pin E

is connected to a bus which permits the PDP-88 computer to select any syncoder in C2, close the appropriate relay
(K), and sample the value of S(t) through the A-D converter. Diode D1 protects the relay drivers from inductive

so t sients when the switching transistors turn off.
The encoding section of the Mod 1 board generates output pulses whenever the amplitude of S(t) exceeds the

amplitude of an exponentially decaying threshold voltage which is developed across capacitor C5. Q2 and Q5 are
connected as a conventional collector-coupled monostable multivibrator. In the quiescent state, Q2 is off and Q5 is

* conducting so the emitter of Q4 is below ground cutting off Q1 and Q6. The threshold voltage, T(t), stored on C5
keeps the base of Q3 negative while C5 discharges through R13, D3, and Q5 towards zero volts with a time cons-
tant of (R13)*(C5). Q3 serves as an emitter follower and as a level shifter which adds one p-n junction voltage drop
to T(t) and provides an impedance buffer so that the negative voltage T(t) may be compared with the positive
voltage 8(t) at the base of Q2. R3, R6, and R9 form a voltage diviaer such that when S(t) is more positive than T(t) is @.
negative, Q2 is turned on. Note that the Q3 base emitter junction compensates for the Q2 base emitter junction off-
set so that the comparison may be carried out accurately. R16 and R7 serve to permit DC offset adjustment and
thereby set the exact triggering level. However, offset voltage drift variations is not compensated with this circuit.
Q2 turns on regeneratively when it is triggered: its collector voltage starts to fall causing Q5 to be driven into
cutoff through C4; therefore the Q5 collector voltage rimes, producing regenerative positive feedback through C5
and )2 to insure that Q2 turns on completely. Thus ends the quiescent state.

During the active state, Q2 is on and Q5 is off. C5 charges through Rll, D2, and Q2 with a time constant of
(Rll)-(C5), keeping Q2 in saturation. Once C5 is completely charged to + 12 volts, Q2 is kept turned on by base
current supplied through R9 and D2 until the end of the active state. Because Q1 is saturated and R6 shunts the
base of Q2, Q2 may or may not be saturated depending upon the setting of R16. While Q5 is off, R14 holds the base
of Q4 near + 12 volts so that D3 is reverse biased while C5 is charging. The emitter of Q4 remains high during the
active state, causing Q1 and Q6 to saturate. Q1 shunts all current generated by a positive value of S(t) to ground
preventing S(t) from biasing Q2 into conduction through R3. Thus, S(t) can not retrigger the one shot during the en-
coder active state. This corresponds to the absolute refractory period of a neuron when an input signal, no matter
how large, can not trigger a regenerative pulse. The duration of the active state is controlled by the discharge time
constant of the voltage across C4 which keeps Q5 cut off. C4 charges toward zero volts through R10 and Q2 with a
time constant of (R10)*(C4). When the voltage at the base of Q5 exceeds the base emitter voltage drop, Q5 turns on
and the circuit regeneratively returns to its quiescent state. At the end of the regenerative cycle, the base of Q4 is
near ground and the emitter of Q4 is slightly below ground, insuring that both Q1 and Q6 are completely cut off.
With QI cut off, S(t) is again applied to the base of Q2 through R3 and R6 and is continuously compared with T~t)
which is applied to the base of Q2 through R9. Thus ends the active state.

The encoder has two outputs, a zero to 12-volt pulse output on pin H and a - 12 to 12 volt pulse on pin J. The " " "'
zero to 12-volt output on pin H is taken from the emitter of Q4 and has already been described in detail. It is used in
Cs to drive a neon lamp driver circuit which flashes a neon lamp each time the syncoder generates a pulse. The - .

12-volt output from pin J is brought out to the program patch panel for use in driving the synapse buttons re-
qired by networks of syncoders. It is generated by transistors Q6 through Q9 from the 12 volt pulse at the emitter
of Q4. During the encoder quiescent state, Q6 is cut off, causing Q7 and Q8 to be cut off and Q9 to be saturated.
Thus, the output voltage is held near - 12 volts. R21 and R22 provide short circuit protection for Q9. During the ..-

encoder active state, Q6 is saturated, causing Q7 and Q8 to saturate while causing Q9 to be cut off. Thus the output -" " •
voltage is held near 12 volts. R19 serves to protect Q8 from short circuits, but a potential failure mode exists for Q7
which is not protected from external short circuits except by a limited base drive through R20. It could self-
destruct under thermal runaway conditions, but this has not been observed in more than 4 years of system opera- -

tiom

CHECKOUT PROCEDURE
1. Ground the summing junction of the op amp, OA1, (pin B) through a 100 k Q resistor. Adjust R2, to zero the

output voltage at pin C, within ± 5 mV.
2. Apply a 2 Vp-p, 1 kHz sine wave to the summing junction (pin B) of OA1 through a 100 k Q resistor. Verify

that the output of op amp (pin C) has an inverted sine wave of the same magnitude. This confirms operation of theop amp. '-"

3. Close relay K1 and obeerve inverted since wave again, this time at pin E. This verifies operation of D1 and K1.
4. Vary amplitude of sine wave, while monitoring the zero to 12-V pulse output of encoder on pin H. Does the

output interval exhibit phase locking at integer multiples of 1 with shorter intervals corresponding to larger input
amplitude? If so, this verifies operation of the encoder (Q2, Q4, Q5). '_

5. Observe the ± 12-V puls output on pin J. It should track with the encoder pulse output from pin H as the
amplitude of the input sine wave is varied? Apply a 1 k S1 load from pin J to ground. If the output pulse height still
greater than + 8 V and the resting level less than - 8 V, this verifies operation of the output stage (Q6, Q7, Q8,
and Q9).
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6. Ground pin B through a 100 ki resistor again, and apply an inhibitory voltage to the encoder circuit on the
other side of the board under test, Adjust R16 to verify that the encoder can be turned on or off by R16. Adjust so
that the encoder is firing at an interval greater than 30 ms. This serves to zero the encoding threshold offset
voltage.

7. Apply a negative input voltage to pin B through a 100 kP resistor so that the encoder output free runs at

some convenient rate. Use an oscilloscope probe to verify that Q1 saturates during each output pulse. Verify that
theemitter of Q3 tarts at - 11 V at the end of each output pulse. This completes the checkout of the Mod I board.
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Figure 16. Mod 1 Syncoder Circuit
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Table 6. Components for the Mod 1 Syncoder Circuit

Designation Description

C1 75 pF ceramic capacitor
C2,3 .02 u Fceramic capacitor
C4 .01 U F mylar capacitor
C5 .33 u F mylar capacitor
D1,2,3 1N4154 diode
K1 S athera-Dunn Ul1A reed relay
OAI Nexus SQ-10 operational amplifier
Ql,2,4.5,6,8 2N3566 NPN transistor
Q3,7,9 2NS638 PNP transistor

RI 100 k Q , 112 W, 1% film resistor
R2,16 ~ 50 k IBourne 3068P-1-503 potentiometer

R3 .8 rresisto
R4,10 150 kfl resistor
R5,14,22 3.9 k l resistor
R6 5.6 kP resistor
R7 lMfl resistor
R8,9,12 12 kf resistor
R11 2.2 knl resistor
R13 33 kf resistor
R15,19,21 390 al resistor
R17,20 47 kQ resistor
R18 1.2 k n resistor

Note: All resistors are 1/2 watt, 10% tolerance unless otherwise specified.
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MOD )2 SYNODER
CIRCUIT DECREPTION

The Mod 2 Syncoder schematic, shown in Figure 19, is the same as that used for Mod 1. There is a alight dif-
ference in the physical layout of components between the two boards, and a different manufacturer supplied the
opuiatioAl amplifier. The Mod 2 circuit board is shown in Figures 20 & 21, and the corresponding list of corn-
pomients is given in Table 7. Since the circuit function is exactly the same as for the Mod 1 circuit, a detailed deacrip-
tics is not repeated here.

CHECKOUT PROCEDURE -

The Mod 2 checkout procedure is identical to the Mod 1 checkout procedure.
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Table 7. Components for the Mod 2 Syncoder Circuit

Designation Description

C1 75 pF ceramic capacitor '.
C2,3 .02 1iF ceramic capacitor
C4 .01 11F mylar capacitor
C5 .33 P F mylar capacitor
D1,2,3 1N4154 diode
K1 Struthers-Dunn RR1A reed relay
QA1 Analog Devices 1055 operational amplifier
Q1,2,4,5,6,8 2N3566 NPN transistor
Q3,7,9 2N3638 PNP transistor
R1 100 k a , 1/2 W, 1% film resistor
R2,16 50 k S Bourns 3068P-1-503 potentiometer
R3 6.8 k resistor
R4,10 150 k S resistor
R5,14,22 3.9 k 0 resistor
R6 5.6 k g resistor
R7 1 Mf resistor
R8,9,12 12 kQ resistor
R11 2.2 kP resistor -..-

R13 33 kQ resistor
R15,19,21 390 P resistor
R17,20 47 k. resistor
R18 1.2 k n resistor

Note: All resistors are 1/2 watt, 10% tolerance unless otherwise specified.

MOD $ SYNCODER "
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

The design goal for the Mod 3 Syncoder was to make the minimum necessary and sufficient modifications to the
Mod 2 circuit which would permit independent variation of both the output pulse width and the encoding threshold
time constant. The Mod 3 circuit schematic is shown in Figure 22; the board layout is shown in Figures 23 & 24;
and the components are listed in Table 8. As mentioned under the circuit description of the Mod 1 syncoder, the
discharge time constant of C4 controls the output width, and the discharge time constant of C5 is equai to the en-
coding threshold time constant.

At first look, the obvious modification is to change the value of C4 and C5. Unfortunately, the circuit fails to
operate as expected whea the ratio of C5 to C4 is varied from its original design value of 33 to 1. If C4 is increased
to reduce this ratio, there is no proportional increase in output pulse width. The reason is that once C5 has coin-
pleted its charging cycle during the active state, there is not enough bias current supplied through R10 and D2 to
keep Q2 in saturation. As Q2 comes out of saturation, its rising collector voltage is coupled through C4 to initiate
the regenerative turn off which should not have occurred until C4 discharged all the way to zero volts. By adding a
transistor and two resistors to supply base bias current to Q2 during the active state of the encoder, it becomes
pao bie for C4 to fully discharge before the regenerative turn off cycle is triggered.

The major difference between the schematic for the Mod 2 board and the schematic for the Mod 3 board is the ad-
dition of transistor Q1O and resistors R23 and R24 in the Mod 3 circuit. All other components remain unchanged,

aespt that the inexpensive 741 integrated circuit operational amplifier was used in fabrication of the Mod 3 board, .7
rather than the more expensive encapsulated op amp used in the Mod 2 board.
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A brief description of the circuit operation is included here for the benefit of the reader who may be interested in
the Mod 3 circuit. The 741 integrated circuit operational amplifier, IC1, performs the summing and low-pass filter-
ing function required to generate the analog signal, S(t), used as the input to the encoder and as an output of pin C. - - "

The feedback resistor R1 and capacitor C1 are mounted in plugs to facilitate changing the filter response. Q2 and
Q5 form a collector-coupled multivibrator in which Q2 is off and Q5 is on during the quiescent state, and Q3 serves
as an emitter follower to couple the threshold voltage, T(t), to te base of Q2 through R9. Whenever S(t) reaches a

' positive voltage level where it can supply more current through R3 and R6 to the base of Q2 than T(t) at the emitter
of Q3 can sink through R9, then Q2 is turned on. That causes the regenerative turn-off of Q5. During the active
state, C4 discharges through R10 and Q2 while C5 charges through R11, D2, and Q2. For proper operation of the
Mod 3 circuit, it is necessary that (R10).(C4) be larger than (Rll)o(C5) so that C5 is always fully charged to 12 volts
at the end of every pulse. If (RII)o(C5) is very much smaller than (RIO)e(C4), then transistor Q10 is biased on
through R24 and supplies the base current through R23 to keep Q2 in saturation until C4 fully discharges. At that
point, base bias current through RI0 triggers Q5 on and regeneratively returns Q2 and Q5 to the quiescent state,
ending the active state.

Note that during the active state, the collector of Q5 is high causing Q1 and Q10 to be saturated and Q4 to be
high. When Q4 is high, Q6, Q7, and Q8 are saturated and the output at pin J is high. In the quiscent state, the col-
lector of Q5 is low, causing Q1 and Q10 to be cut off and Q4 to be low. Since Q4 is low, Q6, Q7, and Q8 are cut off
and Q9 is saturated so that the output at pin J is low.

CHECKOUT PROCEDURE
The Mod 3 checkout procedure is almost identical to the Mod 1 checkout procedure and is not repeated here. The

only difference is that if R16 is unable to turn the encoder off with the input grounded, then Q10 may have a collec-
tor emitter short.
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'" ~ ~Figure 22. Mod 3 Syncoder Circuit ",".
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Table 8. Components for the Mod 3 Syncoder Circuit

Designation Description

C1 75 pF ceramic capacitor

C2,3 .022 Pz F ceramic capacitor

C4 .01 iiF mylar capacitor
C5 .068 iF mylar capacitor
D1,2,3 1N4154 diode
IC 741 operational amplifier
KI Struthers-Dunn RR1A reed relay

Q1,2,4,5,6,8,10 2N3566 NPN transistor
Q3,7,9 2N3638 PNP transistor

R1,23 100 k2 , 1/2 W, 1% film resistor
R2 10 kQ Helitrim 89WR potentiometer
R3 6.8 kS. resistor

R4,10 150 ksl resistor

R5,14,22 3.9 k. resistor

R6 5.6 k 2 resistor
R7 1 M sl resistor
R8,9,12 12 k2 resistor

R11 2.2 ksl resistor

R13 33 kSI resistor
R15,19,21 39OS2 resistor

R16 50 k r Helitrim 89WR potentiometer

R17,20 47 kn resistor

R18 1.2 k a resistor a-,.

1124 2.2 MSI resistor

Note: All resistors are 112 watt, 10%6 tolerance unless otherwise specified.
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MOD 4 SYNCODER
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

The design goal for the Mod 4 syncoder was to take advantage of the state-of-the-art improvement in integrated
circuit technology and produce a syncoder which had continuously variable time constants for setting the output
pulse width and the encoding threshold time constant and in which the synapse output signal, S(t), could be applied
to the encoding section in either polarity. In addition, an effort was made to improve the power supply decoupling
between boards in the C2 syncoder network simulator system. The circuit schematic is shown in Figure 25; the cir- .
cuit board layout is shown in Figures 26 and 27; and the components are listed in Table 9.

The synapse section of the Mod 4 syncoder is contained in IC1, IC2, and S1. IC1, with its pluggable components
R1 and C1, serves as the low pass filter and summing amplifier which generates the synapse output signal, S(t). The
output of IC1 is connected to pin C, and thereby to the white holes on the patch panel. Since the summing junction
of IC1 is connected to the green holes on the program patch panel through pin B of the circuit board, any com-
ponents plugged between the white and green holes, appear in parallel with R1 and C1 and can be used to control
the low pas filter characteristic of IC1. IC2 serves as a unity gain inverter for S(t). Switch S1 selects whether S(t)
from IC or - S(t) from IC2 is applied to the input of the encoding section through R4.

Relay KI can be selected by the PDP-8S computer to apply the encoder input signal (either S(t) or - S(t) depen-
ding upon setting of Si) to the C' analog-to-digital converter. Thus, the PDP-8S can sample the output of the
synapse section at any time.

The encoding section of the Mod 4 board contains three functional elements. IC3 is the primary element of the
comparator stage, IC4 is the primary component of the output one-shot stage, and IC5 is the primary element of
the threshold generator stage.

In the Mod 4 encoder, the threshold voltage, T(t), is a negative voltage generated at pin 6 of IC5. This voltage pro-
duces a current through R5 which is used to sink the current generated through R4 from S(t). Whenever the cur-
rent resulting from S(t) exceeds the current resulting from T(t), pin 3 of IC3 tends to go positive. At that time,
positive feedback through R6 and C3 causes IC3 to regeneratively latch into a stable state where its output is high. .

Diodes Di and D2 at the input of IC3 serve to limit the maximum differential input voltage which may be
generated between pins 2 and 3 to low than 1 volt in absolute amplitude and thereby protect the input stage to IC3.
For voltages with an absolute amplitude less than about 400 millivolts, diodes D1 and 1)2 are non-conducting and
can be ignored. Thus, at the time when the current from S(t) exceeds the current from T(t), IC3 operates as if those
two diodes were not there. It should be pointed out here that both IC3 and IC4 are operational transconductance
amplifiers, and that their maximum output current capability is limited by R7 and R13, respectively, to 500
microamperes. When IC3 latches in its high state, it supplies current to R19 in parallel with the series impedance
of 1)3 and R20. Thus, the maximum positive output voltage of IC3 is about + 3.1 volts. Because of the voltage drop
across D3, the voltage applied to IC4 to trigger an output pulmn is about + 2.5 volts. The maximum negative output
voltage of 13 is -5 volts. C4 is used to reduce the high froluency gin of IC3 and prevent RF oscillations.

A comment about the comparator used in this circuit is in oar. The generic syncoder concept (discussed in The
Syncoder Concept) assumes a voltage comparator which contiuously compares S(t) with T(t) and generates an out-
put pulse whenever equality is sensed. In the Mod 4 encoder, t'ae comparator actually compares the currents S(t)IR4
and T(tYR5. If R4 were equal to R5, then the current comptaiso would be equivalent to the voltage comparison.
However, since R5 is smaller than R4, T(t) is weighted more heavily than S(t) in comparator The effect of this
weighting is shown by calculating the equivalent reset voltage for T(t) assuming a voltage comparator and S(t) as a
reference voltage. The threshold reset using voltage compared with the IC3 output saturation voltage of + 14 volts
for S(t) determines the minimum duration of the absolute refractory period. With present component values, the
- 11 volt reset voltage on C6 generates - 1.6 milliamperes of comparator current, while the + 14 volt saturation
voltage on ICI generates 1.4 milliamperes of current. Thus, on an equivalent voltage basis, one could say T(t) resets
to - 16 volts and S(t) saturates at + 14 volts. Thus the absolute refactory period equals the output pulse width plus
the time it takes for the apparent value of T(t) to decay from - 16 to - 14 volts. By changing the value of R4 or of
R5, the equivalent relationship between maximum saturation voltage of S(t) and reset voltage of T(t) can be easily
manipulated. This may be of interest to certain kinds of information processing problems in syncoder networks
programmed on C'.

IC4 is a curnmt-limited operational transconductance amplifier to which a unity voltage gain current amplifier
has been added to simulate an operational amplifier with a high gain-bandwidth product and a slewing rate of near-
ly 50 volts per microsecond. IC4 supplies the voltage gain, and transistors Q2 and Q3 supply the required current --
gain. The encoder pulse output through pin J is accessible on the program patch panel through the red holes, and is
short-circuit protected by R11 and R12. For purposes of internal feedback, the encoder pulse output is taken direct-
ly from the emitter of Q2, and is not short-circuit protected by R1I1. There are two feedback pathways. The positive
feedback is through the resistive voltage divider formed by R14 and R20. The negative feedback pathway is
through the RC voltage divider formed by the series resistance of D4, R31, and RI0, and the capacitor C5. The
operatioal amplifier circuit so defined is a conventional op amp monostable multivibrator. When a positive trigger
is applied to the posative input terminal, the output starts to rise at a rate determined by the gain and slewing rate
of the operational amplifier. Since the voltage across C5 can not change instantaneously, at some point during the
rising phase, the voltage across R20 exceeds that across C5 and the circuit latches into a metastable state with the
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output high and voltage at the positive input higher than the voltage at the negative input. While in this state, the
voltage acros C5 ies towards the output voltage with a time constant of (R31 + R10)o(C5). Note that during the
time when the output is high, Q1 is reverse biased through R9 and can be ignored. When the rising voltage on C5
exceeds the 4-volt reference level maintained across R20, the op amp output voltage starts to fall. Once again, the
voltage across C5 can not change instantly, so the falling voltage across R20 causes the circuit to latch in a stable
state with the output negative and with C5 discharging toward the negative voltage across R20. Since D4 is reverse
biased, C5 can not discharge through R10 and 1131. However, when the output goes negative enough, Q1 turns on
and C5 is rapidly discharged. In the quiescent state, Q saturates and the voltage across C5 is clamped very close to
zero. Since the positive feedback through R14 and 1120 holds pin 3 of IC4 at - 4 volts, the circuit remains in its low
state until the next time that IC3 goes high and triggers an output pulse. Note that by varying R31, the output
pulse width can be varied by more than 46 to 1 over the range from 30 microseconds to 1.5 milliseconds.

The threshold circuit is reset with every output pulse. Between output pulses, IC4 is in its low state with Q3
saturated so that diode D6 is reverse biased. There is nouinput current to IC5.With no inputcurrent to its summing
junction, IC5 does not supply any feedback current through its feedback impedance. Thus, since pi 2 of IC5 is
maintained at virtual ground potential, pin 6 of IC2 is maintained at a voltage equal to the voltage across C6. Any ,
current required by R5 is supplied by the operational amplifier, and the voltage across C6 decays exponentially
with a time constant equal to (R15 + R33)*(C6). This time constant can be varied over a continuous range of more
than 20 to 1 by varying R33. At the beginning of an output pulse, Q2 saturates, forward biasing D6 and injecting
current into the summing junction of IC5 through R16. ICS supplies an equal and opposite current to the summing
junction through D5, C6, and R15 in series with potentiometer R33, thereb, producing a negative going waveform.
while C6 charges toward - (12)0(R33 + R15)/(R16) volts with a time constant of (R33 + R15)0(C6). When this
waveform reaches - 11 volts, zener diode D5 starts to conduct and clamps the voltage across C6 at - 11 volts until
the end of the output pulse. When the output pulse ends and Q3 saturates again, diode D6 is reverse biased so that
no current is injected to the summing junction. Thus, C6 is free to discharge through R33 and R15 until the com-
parator fires again to restart the whole cycle.

Nothing has been said yet about when the comparator returns to its low or quiescent state during the active tim-
ing cycle. In the discussion of output pulse duration, it was implicitly assumed that IC3 returns to its low state
before the end of the encoder active state, so that the reference voltage at which IC4 ends the pulse is determined
only by R14 and R16. In fact, this is the case; but it is of interest to explain why. First, S(t) is the output of a low
pass filter, and as such usually does not contain steep rising voltage waveforms. Thus, during the time between in-
itiation of an output pulse when IC3 senses that S(t) = T(t), and the time that the active state of the output one-
shot circuit is reached, S(t) can be assumed to be very nearly constant in value. As soon as the active state is reach-
ed, C6 is rapidly charged towards its - 11 volt reset value. Thus, very near the beginning of the active state, the ef-
fective value T(t) exceeds the effective value of S(t) and IC3 returns to its quiescent state. However, even if S(t) had
a positive step discontinuity at the time of triggering, IC3 would have to return to its quiescent state before the end
of the active state due to the way component values were chosen. The maimum time required to fully charge C6
occurs if C6 is initially fully discharged. Under that condition, T(t) may be given by the following expression in
which Rf is defined to be equal to (R33 + R15):

T(t) = - (12) (Rf) (1-exp(- t/(RfoC6)))/R16

Since zener diode D5 clips this waveform when T(t) reaches - 11 volts, the expression above can be approximated
to a very high degree of accuracy by:

T(t) - (12XRf) (t) - (3.6363 x 10-3)t
R16 (RfXC6) (C6)

Setting T(t)max - 11 volts and solving for the time it takes to charge capacitor C6,

tmax = (11XC6) = (3025XC6)
(3.6363 x 10-')

Thus, the worst case charging time with C6 = 0.01 microfarads is 30.25 microseconds. Since the pulse width
generated by IC4 is always longer than 30 microseconds, and since the maximum effective value of T(t) is greater
than the maximum effective value of S(t), IC3 must always be reset before the end of the output pulse. If C6 is
changed to alter the operating range of threshold time constant, care should be used that C5 is also properly
chosen. Otherwise the pulse width adjustment set by R31 may interact with the time constant adjustment set by
R33.
CHECKOUT PROCEDURE

1. Apply a2 V 1kHz sine wave to pin Bthrough a100 kP~ resistor. Observe alIkiz sine wave with inverted
,,' polarity but with the same amplitude at pin C to verify operation of IC1.

2. Observe no signal at pin E, unless relay K1 is closed, which verifies the operation of D8, )9, and K1.
3. While observing the sine wave at pin E with relay K1 closed, operate switch S1. If both normal and inverted

versions of sine wave can be produced at pin E by switching S1, then IC2 and S1 are working properly.
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4. Turn potentimeters R33 and R31 fully clockwise to their maximum value. Vary the amplitude of the input
mine wave while monitoring the * 12V encoder output pulse on a pin J. The output pulse train should be phase lock-
ed to the input mine wave in such a manner that interpulse intervals are integer multiples of 1 ma. This verifies
operation of the encoder section.

5. Apply +6VtopinBthroughal00kfl resistor, and et switch Sl so that +6VappearsatpinEwith the
relay closed. Obsrve the waveform at pin 6 of IC5 and verify that T(t) starts at -I V and decays to -4 Vbet-
ween output pulses This verifies operation of IC5, D5, and D6. Note, the time it takes T(t) to decay from - 11V to
-4 Vin equal to one encoding time constant..

6. Connect the ± 12 V pulse output from pin J to an oscilloscope or a digital counter so that pulse width and
pulse interval can be measured. The pulse width is the time between a rising edge and a falling edge of the ouput
waveform, and should now read 1.4 ms. The time between the falling edge and the rising edge of the output
waveform is the encoding threshold time constant and should now read 10 ms.

7. Manipulate switch 81 to inhibit the ouput of the encoder under test. Monitor pin 6 of IC5 while adjusting R32
to zero the output of IC5 (:± 5 mV). This verifies operation of R32 and IC5. This adjusts the encoding threshold off-
set voltage.

8. Reconnect the + 6 V signal to pin B through a 100 kfl resistor. Observe the zero to + 12 V output waveform
on pin H as R31 is turned counterclockwise. The pulse width should decrease smoothly from 1.4 ma to 33 ms, and
the woding threshold time constant should not change from 10 miliseconds. This step verifies operation of R31,
Qi, D4, and C5.

9. Observe the output waveform on pin H as J as R33 is turned counterclockwise. The output pulse width should
remain constant as the interpulse interval varies smoothly from 10 ma to 470 ps. This verifies operation of D6, D5
and R33.

10. Manipulate switch S1 to inhibit firing of the encoder under test. Measure the DC output voltage of IC5. It
should be within ± 5 mV of ground. This verifies operation of IC5.

11. Manipulate switch 81 again to produce output pulses on the syncoder under test. Leave R33 fully
counterclockwise and turn R31 clockwise until 50% duty cycle pulse output is achieved watching to be sure that in-
terpulse interval remains equal to 470 microseconds. Short the output at pin J for 10 seconds. Remove the short
and observe that the * 12 V output waveform remains unchanged. This verifies operation of IC4, Q2 and Q3. . ."

12. IC3, IC4 and their associated components are not checked explicitly in this test procedure. If all other tests
have been passed, then components are working properly. If there seems to be a problem in this section of the .
board, start by observing the waveform at pin 3 of IC3. It should never exceed ± 800 mV. If it does, then either D1
or D2 is open, and ICS may be damaged as a result. Whenever the voltage at pin 3 of IC3 goes through zero with
positive slope, a positive pulse should appear at pin 6 of IC3. If not, then IC3 is bad. If the positive pulse appears

croms R20 but not at the output of IC4, IC is bad.
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Table 9. Components for the Mod 4 Synooder Circuit

Designation Description

C1,2,3.4 75 pF ceramic capacitor
C5 .033 u F mylar capacitor
C6 .01 U F mylar capacitor
C7,8,9,10,11 .1 u.F ceramic capacitor
C12,13,14,15 25 hF, 25 V electrolytic capacitor
D1,2,3,4,6,8,9 1N4154 diode
)6 1N5241 zener diode

IC1,2,5 741 operational amplifier
IC3,4 RCA CA3080 operational amplifier
KI Struthers-Dunn MRRN1A reed relay
Q1,3 2N3638A PNP transistor
Q2 2N3643 NPN transistor
R1 100 kfl , 118 W, 1% film resistor
PR2,3 10 kf , 1/8 W, 1% film resistor
R4,19 10 k resistor
R5 6.8 kil resistor
R6 390 kfl resistor
R7,13,15 47 k2 resistor
R8,9 27 kfl resistor
R10 2.2 KQ2 resistor
R11,12 200 Q 1/2 W, 5% resistor
R14 83 kfl resistor
R16 3.3 kP resistor
R17,18 5.1 k resistor
R20 16 kSI resistor
R31 100 kP, Helitrim 89WR potentiometer
PR32 10 kfl Helitrm 89WR potentiomenter
R33 1 Mn Helitrim 89WR potentiometer
S1 Alco MS1200RG SPDT slide switch

NOTE: All resistors are 1/4 watt, 5% tolerance unless othorwise specified.

MOD G SYNOIE
CIRCUrT D-CRIPTION

The Pal with the Mod 5 syncoder was to maintain or extend the range of variation of both the output pulse width
and the enoding threshold time constant which had been achieved in the Mod 4 circuit, and to simplify the circuit
in a maenner which might eventually permit fabrication is either a monolithic or a hybrid integrated circuit. The

nMse ction reausim unchanged from the Mod 4 circuit, but the encoding section is completely different. The
schumai for the Mod 5 cireuit is shown in Figure 28; the board layout is shown in Figures 29 and 30; and the com-
proate ae ]lid in Table 10. One capecitor, C11, is used to control both the encoding threshold time constant,
and the output pulse width. One operational ampifier, IC3, is used both as the comparator stage and as the output
au0e4ot, sog. CMO analog switches are used to change the character of the feedback around the op amp and

Weotrol its function eter a a comparator or as a oneehot state at the appropriate times. UM
1he CMOS analog switches uwed in this design are packaged four to a chip, and two switches each from IC4 and

IS are ed in emh of the two ecoders on each board. Thus, for example switch 81 for encoder A on the left half
Of the ciP it besd when looking toward the component side uses pins, 3, 4, and 5 of ICS, while switch S1 for en-
cer Born tme board am pins 6, 8, and 9. Other switches m identified in the same manner.

noe "n s I function is pefonmd by ICI. All analog signals and synapse button signals applied to the
n a tiof IMi we mnmmed in the RC network plugged into the feedback loop around ICi. The resulting

waefm o br ut to the pee holes in the C2 patch panel through syncoder board pin C. S(t) is also used
a Input to the Imt y pin v e r= cmprwie of R2, R, CS, and IC2. Both S(t) and -8(t) are available at switch S1,
Md u M be seed a input to the encoding section of the Mod 5 syncoder. Relay K1 may be closed by the
].U u r her ,der for it the unlog-fital converter to measure the voltage applied to the input of the
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The voltage across Cl represents T(t), the threshold voltage, between pulses. T(t) is connected directly to the
negative input of IC3 where it is continuously compared with the analog signal S(t) which is applied to the positive
input of IC3. As long as T(t) is more positive than S(t), the output of IC3 remains latched at its negative saturation
level near - 10 volts. Thus, the encoder pulse output at pin J remains in its quiescent low state between output
pulses.

Resistor R9 provides short circuit protection for the output. T(t) decays exponentially towards zero volts as the
charge stored on Cll leaks off through S1 and R6. When S(t) exceeds T(t) by a small amount, the output of IC3
starts to go positive. This initiates a chain of events which lead to a change in configuration for IC3. The positive
edge of the output pulse is differentiated by C12, R11, and R12. The resulting positive spike is used to momentarily
close the normally open switches 82 and 83 on IC4. 82 causes CI1 to rapidly discharge, producing a positive feed-
back signal to the comparator which insures regenerative turn-on once the initial turn-on condition is sensed. A
more direct positive feedback signal is applied as soon as the rising pulse output waveform exceeds the value of S(t) -
so that diode D2 is turned on. D2 clamps the positive input of IC3 to a level, one diode voltage drop below the
positive saturation voltage of IC3, effectively disconnecting S(t) from the op amp. Since C11 is discharging through
82 at that point, the operational amplifier circuit latches into a stable state with its output high. During the time
that C11 is discharging through 82, switch 83 remains closed and prevents the positive pulse output signal from
closing switch 84. As the positive spike across R12 decays, switches 82 and 83 open. As 83 opens, the positive drive
signalfrom the pulse output is applied to the control gates of S1 and S4 through RI0 causing S1 to open and S4 to
close. With S1, 82, and 83 all open, and 84 closed, C11 charges exponentially towards + 12 volts with a time cons-
tant of (R5 + R8)*(Cll). IC3 continuously compares this rising exponential waveform, which is applied to its
negative input, with the positive reference voltage clamped to its positive input by diode D2. When the voltage
across Cll exceeds the reference voltage level, the output changes state and returns to its negative saturation level.
The negative pulse output voltage applied through RIO returns switches S1 and 84 to their quiescent conditions,
and causea diode D2 to be reverse biased into cutoff so that S(t) is once more applied to the positive input of IC3
through R4. With S1 closed the voltage across Cl again decays towards zero with a time constant of (R6 + p
R7)-(ClI) until such time as S(t) exceeds T(t) to reinitiate the cycle.

A word of caution concerning the CMOS switches is in order. These devices are rated to operate with input and
output signals limited the applied power supply voltages. In this circuit the power supply for CMOS is taken bet-
ween 0 and + 12 volts. Switches S1, 82, and S4 are all operated with signal and control voltage levels limited
within the proper range. Under transient conditions negative drive signals may be generated by capacitive coupl-
ing of pulse edges at various points in the circuit. In every case where this is possible, there are series resistances of
at least 10,000 ohms to limit the resulting current to a value which can be safely handled by the gate protection
diodes built into the CMOS circuits. The resistors also limit the transient current to the value less than the peak
point current required to activate the internal parasitic diodes. If triggered, these diodes can latch up in a condition
where the power supply is internally short circuited resulting in self destruction of the chip. Any attempt to change
the reistor values in this circuit could prove disastrous unless theme CMOS switches are first replaced by the far-
more expensive version manufactured with silicon-on-sapphire floating body technology. Between pulses, the - 12
volts applied to R10 may appear to pose a threat to switch S3. However, the gate protection diodes on switches S1

* and 84 prevent the signal at pins 3 and 10 of IC4 from becoming negative enough to cause any damage.
* The ± 12 volt syncoder pulse output in this circuit is taken directly from the output of IC3 through resistor R9.

The zero to + 12 volt pulse output used for driving the neon drivers in C" is extracted from this signal across diode
D3.

CHECKOUT PROCEDURE ." _

1. Apply a 2 V 1 kHz sine wave to pin B through a 100 kQ resistor. Observe the sine wave inverted but other-
• .wise unchanged at pin C to verify the operation of IC1.

2. Synchronizing off of the oscillator, monitor pin E. There should be no signal until relay K1 is closed. With K1
closed, manipulate switch S1 and observe both normal and inverted polarity of the sine wave at pin E. This verifies
o3. Turn potentiometers R6 and R8 fully clockwise to their maximum resistances. Observe ± 12 V pulses at pin H

to verify operation of the encoder section, and 0 to + 12 volt pulses at pin H to verify operation of D3.
4. Monitor the interpulse interval of the output pulse train as the amplitude of the sine wave is varied. The out-

put pulse interval should phase lock to the I kHz input signal with intervals which are integer multiples of I ms.
This is further verification of proper encoder operation.

5. Using a 10 M Q oscilloscope probe, monitor the voltage across ClI (pin 2 of 1C3). At the beginning of each
pulse, Cll should be fully discharged to ground. Then C11 should charge exponentially towards the + 12 V power
supply level through R5 and R8. At about + 11 V, the charging cycle should stop, and Cli should discharge
towards ground through R6 and R7. This verifies operation of all CMOS circuits. Measure the maximum charging
voltage and record its value. Remove the oscilloscope probe.

6. Apply +4VtopinBthrougha100k resistor, and set switch Sl so that +4Visappliedtotheencoderin-
put (pin E with relay Ki closed). Be sure the other encoder is inhibited and not firing. Monitor the output pulse
train at pin J with an oscilloscope or electronic counter and measure the pulsewidth and interpulse interval, which

" should be equal to the encoding threshold time constant. For Cli f 0.0033 F, the pulsewidth should be around
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780 ts and the time constant about 2.3 me. For C11 0.01 iiF, the pulsewidth should be 2.5 is and the time
constant, 1 Us.

7. Manipulate switch S1 to inhibit the encoder under test. Measure the voltage across C11 to verify that it is
equal to Nero (:k 5 my). If it is not, then one of the CMOS switches is malfunctioning and needs to be replaced.

8. Now manipulate switch S1 to excite the encoder under test. Slowly turn R18 counterclockwise shortening the q
wutput puhsewidth while watching to be sure that the interpulse interva remains constant. With R18 fully

ma mlockwiPe the pulsewidth should be 42 uisfor C11 = 0.0033 and 75 u~sfor C11 = 0.01. This verifies the
oprtion of R18.
9Now turn R16 slowly counterclockwise shortening the interpulse interval while watching to be sure the output
pumwdtremains constant. With R16 fully counterclockwise, the interpulse interval should be 33 as for C1i

0.0033 and 79 us for C11 = 0.01. This verifies the operation of R16.
10. Reconnect thei10 W scope probe to C11and monitor the voltage across C11as the DC input voltage is

variedhbetween zero and + 10 V. C11 should fully discbargat the beginning of the pulse for allevels of input
voltage and recharge to the same voltage level near + 11 V for all values of input voltage.

This completes the Mod 5 checkout.
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Figure 29. Mod 5 Syncoder Board (component aide)
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Figure 30. Mod 5 Syncoder Board (foil aide)
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Table 10. Components for the Mod 5 Syncoder Circuit

Designation Description

Cl.2,4,6,13,14, Y

15,16 .1 P F ceramic capacitor
C3*5,12 75 pF ceramic capacitor
C7,8,9,10 Mallory MTA25D2O 25 V F, 20 VDC

capacitor
CiP* .0033 u F mylar capacitor
D1.2,3 1N4154 diode
IC1,2 LM741CN operational amplifier
1C3 IM301AN operational amplifier
IN4 CD4016AE CMOS switch
IC5 SCLA416AE CMOS switch
K1 Struthers-Dumn MRRN1A reed relay
R1,4,10,12 100 kf2 1/4 W, 1% resistor
R2,3,7B,11 Allen Bradley 10 k Ql resistor network
R15 2 kf Q1/4 W,5% resistor
R16 1 M a Helitrim 89WR1 potentiometer
R7A 10 k Q , 1/4 W, 5% resistor
118 100 k SI Helitrim 89WR1 potentiometer

119 200a , 1/2W, 5%resistor

S1 C&K 7101A SPIYF toggle switch

RI1, C3 and CII are mounted on terminals and there values may be changed depending on the application of the
synooder. '

COMPARISN DETWEEN SYNCODER CIRCUITS
Although all five versions of the syncoder exhibit the same nominal transfer function, there are differences in

operation particularly near the extreme limits of the various parameters. Table 11 contains a summary of circuit
ideuyWCrSISSfrom the point of view of the C2programmer. It is intended as anaid in selecting the particular ver-
sion to be used for various portions of each network.
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Table 11. Comparison of Syncoder Circuits

Parameter Mod I Mod 2 Mod 3 Mod 4 Mod 5
1. Synapse -t-.g.ator

a. offset
voltage adjust with R2 adjust with R2 adjust with R2 fixed < 5mV fixed < 5mV

b. output
polarity inverted inverted inverted selectable selectable

output
current, mA 1 5 5 5 5

d. rated load,
kq 10 2 2 2 2

e. output satu-
ration
voltage, V ±13 ±13 ±14 ±14 ±14

2. Encoder
a. encoding range set range set

time controlled by C6 set by Cl
constant 10 me fixed 10 ms fixed by C5 value by R33 value by R6

b. output range set range set
pulse controlled by C5 by Cll
width 1 me fixed 1 ma fixed by C4 value by R31 value by R8

c. maximum
threshold -11 1 -11 -17 + 11
voltage, V

d. is latch-up not for R5 less
possible? yes yes yes than 7.9kQ yes

e. rated
load, 390 390 390 200 200f. maximum
output
currentmA 15 15 15 30 20~~~g. maximum -.-...

fan-out 15 15 15 30 30

h. threshold
offset adjust with adjust with adjust with adjust with -*.
voltage R16 R16 R7 1132 fixed -C 5mV -

MOD I

The Mod 1 circuit is characterized by a fixed output pulse width of 1 millisecond and a fixed encoding threshold
time constant of 10 milliseconds, the synapse integrator can supply only 1 milliampere of output current, and so is Z_
limited to driving loads of greater than 10,000 ohms. The pulse output can supply 15 milliampere with a 6-volt
drop, and so can drive a maximum of 15 C' synapse buttons. The initial value of threshold voltage is - 11 volts, and
the maximum value of the output of the op amp is 13 volts. With large input signals, it is possible to achieve a lat-
chad condition where the pulse output remains high all the time.

* MOD 2
The Mod 2 circuit is identical with the Mod 1 except that the synapse integrator is capable of supplying 5

milliamperes of output current, and can therefore drive any load greater than 2,000 ohms.

MOD 3
The Mod 3 circuit has several components mounted in pluggable jacks. The feedback impedence on the synapse

integrator may be programmed by plugging different values of resistors, capacitors, or even inductors into the
jacks on the board. The encoding threshold time constant is equal to (C5)-(RII + R13), and can be controlled by
pbuulng in various values of C5. The output pulse width is controlled by C4 and R5. As long as (C4),(R5) is smaller
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than (C)e(Rii), C4 may be chosen at any value to select the output pulse width. If (C4)*(RS) is greater than

(C5)*(Rll), then the output pulse would end before C5 has a chance to fully charge, and the threshold voltage
would be too small immediately after the end of a pulse. the synapse integrator output can supply up to 5
milliamperes and drive any impedance greater than 2,000 ohms. The pulse output can drive up to 15 C' synapse
button loads.

MOD 4
With the Mod 4 syncoder, not only is there the provision for plugging in arbitrary feedback impedances on the

circuit board itself; but there is also a switch, S1, which permits the programmer to select the polarity of the en-
coder input signal by either using or not using the unity gain inverter, IC2. As with all C3 boards, the computer is
able to sample the encoder input signal through relay K1. However, with the Mod 4 and Mod 5 boards, the encoder
input signal may or may not have the same polarity as the synapse integrator output. The output pulse width is
controlled by the time constant (C5)*(R1O + R31), and the encoding threshold time constant is determined by
(C6)*(R15 + R33). The output pulse width is continuously variable from 50 microseconds to 1.5 milliseconds with
R31. The encoding threshold time constant is continuously variable from 470 microseconds to 10 milliseconds with
R33. If the range of operation needs to be changed, it can be changed by soldering in different values of C5 and C6.
In order to insure complete recharging of C6 during an output pulse, it is necessary that (C5)(R1O) be greater than
(C6)*(R16). The analog output can supply 5 milliamperes to loads greater than 2,000 ohms. The pulse output can
drive up to 30 C' synapse buttons. The initial effective value of the threshold in the Mod 4 board is 17 volts, and the
miaimum output voltage of the synapse integrator is 14 volts. Thus, latch-up is not possible in the Mod 4 board.
The effective value of the threshold initial voltage is controlled by changing R5, as explained under Mod 4 circuit
description.

MOD 5
The Mod 5 circuit is similar to the Mod 4 in that encoder polarity is switch selectable, both the encoding

threshold time constant and the output pulse width are continuously variable with potentiometers, and arbitrary
feedback impedances for IC1 may be plugged into the circuit board. The encoder input is available to the PDP-8S
computer through relay K1. The threshold initial value is about 11 volts, and the synapse integrator saturation
voltage is about 14 volts, so a latch-up condition with large input signals is possible. Both the output pulse width
and the encoding threshold time constant are determined by the same capacitor, so the relative value of the ranges
of operation are fixed. The Mod 5 boards were constructed in two versions, one with Cll = 0.01 microfarad, and
the other with Cll = 0.0033 microfarad. Table 12 shows the range of pulse width and time constant for the Mod 5
Board with these two values of Cli. Ranges for other values of C1I may be derived from this Table.

Table 12. Mod 5 Syncoder Pulse Parameters

Cll = .01 ;:F ClI = .0033 -F

minimum 75 is 42 %s-
Pulsewidth

maximum 2.5 ms 784 us

minimum 79 jis 33 1s
Time Constant

maximum 1.01 ms 2.28 ms

The analog output of the synapse integrator can supply up to 5 milliamperes to loads greater than 2,000 ohms. The
pulse output can supply up to 30 C2 synapse button switches.

THE CO SAMPLE-AND-HOLD CIRCUITS
There are four circuits, identified numerically, on each sample-and-hold board. The output pins to the holes on

the patch panel are pins W, V, B, and A for circuits 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. These boards fill almost all the re-
maining slots in the card file racks shown in Figure 13. On the left side, row M contains the 17 boards for sample-
and-hold locations AlA through A3V, row N for location A3W through B2R, P for B2S through C1M, and R for
CIN through C4H. Slots 15 and 16 in row A contain the 2 boards for C4J through C4R with locations C4S through
C4Zcorresponding to the circuits on boards 15 and 16 in row B. In the right-hand rack, row H contains the boards
for sample-and-hold locations DIA through D3V, row J for locations D3W through E2R, K for E2S through FIM,
and L for FIN through F4H. Slots 15 and 16 in row E contain the boards for locations F4J through F4R with the
remaining locations F4S through F4Z circuits on the boards in slots 15 and 16 of row F.
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There are currently two versions of sample-and-hold circuitry. The Mod 1 circuit makes use of a junction field ef-
feet transistor source follower with a complementary bipolar transistor voltage amplifier in a feedback loop to
achieve a stable unity-gain, high input impedance voltage follower. The Mod 2 circuit uses a commercial FET-input
op amp for the same function. The voltage follower acts as an impedance converter between the storage capacitor
and the output terminal of the sample-and-hold.

All sampleand-hold relays in C2 system are connected to a common bus which is driven by the output of the D-A
converter. When a relay is closed by the PDP-8S computer, the 1 microfarad storage capacitor charges towards the .:
D-A voltage through a 1,000 ohm resistor with a time constant of 1 millisecond. When the relay is opened by the
computer, the capacitor stores this voltage, and the voltage follower supplies current to its load at the stored -
voltage level. . .

MOD I SAMPLIEAND-HOLD
To understand the operation of the Mod 1 circuit, conider the circuit in Figure 31, where the gate of Q1 is con-

nected to the anode of D102, and the terminal characteristics of the resulting two terminal device are shown. An the
voltage acrm this combination is increased, the current through it also increases until the pinch-off voltage, Vp, is
reaced. For voltages above the pinch-off voltage, further increases in voltage cause only small increases in the cur-
rent This configuration may thus be used as a constant current diode. If the gate of Q1 is disconnected from the
anode of D102 and the device is placed in a system in such a manner that the drain current equals the pinch-off cur-
rent previously mentioned, while the voltage across Q1 is equal to the pinch-off voltage, then the voltage at the
anode of D102 will be equal to the voltage at the gate of Q1. This is the principle of the sample-and-hold circuits. ;:
The circuit diagram for the Mod 1 version is shown in Figure 32; the circuit board layout is shown in Figures 33 and
34; and the components are listed in Table 13. In operation, the capacitor voltage applied to the gate of Q1 is
reproduced at the anode of D102. Q2 and Q4 serve to supply the exact value of current, lop, required by Q1; and Q3
maintains the exact value of voltage, Vop, required across Q1 to insure zero offset voltage between the gate of Q1
and the anode of D102.

The voltage across Q1 and D102 is maintained constant by D104 and Q3. D104 serves as a voltage reference, and
Q3 serves a an emitter follower to keep the voltage across Q1 and D102 constant and independent of the drain cur-
rent through Q1. The current through D102 and Q1 is controlled by R104 and RS1, which shall be referred to as RS
for the remainder of this discussion. Because of the nature of the feedback loop around RS through Q4 and Q2,
there is only one stable value of voltage which can be maintained across RS. f Q2 trie to supply more current than
necessary, the voltage across RB increases causing the collector current of Q4 to increase, causing a reduction in the
available base current for Q2, and therefore causing the emitter current of Q2 to decrease back to the quiescent
value. On the other hand, if Q2 tries to supply lese current than necessary, the voltage across RS decreases, cauin
a decreme in collector current drawn by Q4, causing an increase in base current available to Q2, causing the emitte
current of Q2 to increm back to its quiescent value. Thus, the voltage across RS is held at a constant value deter-
mined by the forward voltage drop across D103 and the base emitter junction of Q4. By selecting the value of RS, it
is possible to select the current which flows through Q1. Thus, at the time of manufacture or repair, pin D is
grounded, relay K101 is closed, and RS is adjusted so that the output at pin A is equal to zero volts. In this manner
RS is selected to provide the pinch-off current required by Q1 in order that the circuit may acts as a unity gain
voltage follower with no voltage offset between input and output. .

Since the open loop gain of the amplifier formed by Q4 and Q2 is very high, this circuit is subject to high frequen-
cy oscillations if it is not properly compensated. It is the function of C104 to reduce the loop gain of the amplifier
below unity gain at the loop natural resonant frequencies and therefore to stabilize the amplifier.

loB -. ... .(,.

V 102 Ip

01

I VVP VoBVDO02

Figure 31. Constant Current Configuration ,,
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The current through Q1, lop, is determined by the value of RS and the forward voltage drop through the base of
Q4 and diode D103. Since this voltage is highly temperature sensitive, it follows that the operating current is also
temperature sensitive. If the voltage across Q1 is maintained constant while the current through Q1 is varied, then
the gate voltage of Q1 will not track the anode voltage of D102. However, if the voltage across Q1 is varied as the
current through Q1 varies so that lop and Vop remain on the curve of Figure 34, then it is possible for the offset .
voltage between the gate of Q1 and the anode of D1 to remain equal to zero. First order temperature compensation
of this circuit is achieved by using the temperature dependence of the forward voltage drop across D102 and the
base emitter of Q3 to shift the bias voltage between the drain and the source of Q1 in such a way that the
temperature dependence of the bias current established by Q4 and D103 is properly compensated. Because the
various PN junctions are not thermally connected and are not carefully matched, the compensation is not perfect ...
and offset voltage does drift with temperature.

The circuit operation depends on the fact that diode D4 operates as a stable voltage reference. In fact, as the in-
put voltage changes, the amount of current available for biasing D104 varies. For a - 10 volt input signal in some
units, the current through D104 falls below the zener knee, and the voltage across D104 then drops precipitously.
Therefore, not all of the Mod 1 circuits are capable of holding large negative voltages.

In summary, the drift and offset voltages associated with this sample-and-hold circuit are due to several factors.
The gate leakage current is the primary component of short term drift, causing about 30 millivolts per minute
drift. The offset voltage is affected by the value of the input voltage, since the voltage across D104 is a monotonic
function of input voltage. The offset voltage is also a strong function of temperature, since the current through Q1
is determined by the temperature dependent junction voltages of Q4 and D103.
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Figure 32. Mod 1 Sample-and-Hold Circuit
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Table 13. Components for the Mod 1 Sample-and-Hold Circuit

Designation Description

C1O,102,104 .02 U F ceramic capacitor
C103 1 UF mylar capacitor
D101,102,103 1N4154 diode
D104 1N751 zen diode
K101 Automatic Electric PD13001-9 reed relay
Q1 Fairchild FS2078 field effect transistor
Q2,,A 2N356 NMN transistor
QS 2N3M3 PNP tansistor
RIO 1 kfl 1/2 W, 10% resistor
R102 47 ki ,1/2 W, 10% resistor
R103 27kg ,1/2 W, 10% resistor
R104 500.,i Bourne 3067P-1-501 E-Z Trim potentiometer
RSI 1/2 W, 5% resistor, value selected for each circuit

MOD 2 SAMPI,,AND-OLD
The Mod 2 mplead-hold circuits (shown schematically in Figure 35 and pictured in Figures 36 and 37 with

compmsst listed in Table 14) are plug compatible with the Mod 1 sample-and-hold boards. The circuit makes use "
of a high quality integrated circuit operational amplifier with a field effect transistor input stage optimized to:.? t
minimise input biss current, a reed relay, and a low-leakage mylar film capacitor. In the circuit description, all
rfr e will be made to component. associated with one of the four identical circuits, section 4, shown on the
lt e of the schematic. All other circuit. operate in exactly the same way.

All bmmle-ad-hold hoard relays ar connected to a common signal bus which carries the output of the C' digital
to analog converter. When the PDP-8S closes the relay to any given sample-and-hold circuit, capacitor C12 charges
towards whatever voltage level is currently being supplied from the )-A converter on pin D of the board edge con-
mactor. The time constant of the charging cycle is (R12)*(C12) = I millisecond. By varying the frequency of the S.
real-time clock, the dwell time may be chosm at any value between 5 and 50 milliseconds Subtracting the 2
milMonds required for the relay to el and open, the nominal charging time for C12 varies between 3 and 48
mlflisecons Stated another way, the exponential charging curve runs for an elapsed time of 3 to 48 time con-
stant...
IC4 is connected in the form of a unity pin voltage follower. R11 provides short circuit current protection for

the inpt stage during trmit conditions when the differential input voltage may exceed 1/2 volt. During normal
s R10 can be neglected compared with the 10" ohm input impedance of IC4. Thus, the output voltage of

to the voltage of C12. The voltage on C12 decays due to internal leakage in the capacitor,
leakae through the operational amplifier, leakage across the printed circuit board, and leakage across the reed
rie. The measued voltage drift of this circuit averages about 1 millivolt per minute.

There ae two kinds of obavbe volage drift in this circuit. If C12 has been fully discharged-for some time, and
is dds* charged to + 10 volts, then 10 millivolts of drift during the first minute is usually observed. This is due
to adlsacic sokage and form factor rneustment gomig on within the mylar capacitor. These phenomena die out
by the md ot two minutes and then the drift returns to the 1 millivolt per minute quoted above. The slow drift rate '

i mud by Interad spacitor lakage and op amp hias currant, plus the inherent voltage offset drift of the opera-
Usa mpls. 310 may be a4usted to minimize the operational amplifier offset voltage for any operating

Howevr, s temperature varies, the amplifier offset varies too. ,z
do. -md CII = power supply bypass capacitors which erve to protect the .mplifier from tranient. on the

p o * bus, They also seve to short circuit high frequency enep which, if not shorted out, can cause
inla sm an a tm with dstribted mpificatio.
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Figure 37. Mod 2 Sample-and-Hold Board (foil aide)%

Table 14. Components for the Mod 2 Sample-and-Hold Circuit

lIesignation Description

C1,2,4,5,7,8.1Ol1 .05 MYF ceramic capacitor
C3,6,9,12 1 UPF mylar capacitor .

Dl,2,3,4 1N4154 diode
1C1,2,3,4 Interail 8007C operational amplifier
K1,2,3,4 StruthemDunn MERNiA reed relay
R1,4,7,10 10 U~ Ielitrim 89WR potentiom~eter
R2,5,8,11 10 kfl 1/4 W, 5% resistor
R3,6,9,12 1 kn 114 W,5% reistor

MCELLANEOUS C2 CIRUS

There are many circuits used in C2 control bay which are not discussed in this report. These circuits are
ducusntd in the Miinteawce Muwul for lfiddle C'" Cotrol System and, for the moat part, are commercially
availble moxdl. There ame however, four other circuit board types in the C' System which have not yet been
disemoad They an the 1 1r operational amplifiers, the neon lamp drivers, the power auppl isolation capacitor.,
aud the 'iii' buttonis.

U UA OrMAIDAL AWPUVIS

The qqse ltegutr macIe of&a syncoder can be used for general analog signal pcesnbut this ties up the
oats qnuds, AesOth Mod 1 eymoodsr qnapse integrator uses a Neun SQ-10 op amp iha maxmumaloutput

stern xmillpsme This relatv*l low value limits the number of syncoders which can be driven with this .4.

6.7
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411110og09 tput. For thus reamoms, extra op amps were designed into the C' System However, all other versions of
synooders have syapa integrator op amps with a 5 milliampere output current capability, so the eftra op amps
are not required so much for power boosting purposes as for genera signal processing.

Therre ere operational amplifi e irculits on ach board, identified numerically. (Looking at the omponent
sids of the board with the connector at the bottom, circuit #3 is on the left side.) The schemtic diagram is shown in
Figur SO the ircuit board layout is shown in Figures 39 and 40; and the components are listed in Table 15. Thus,
the six 'xr op amps in each bay, one at the bottom of each, section of the patch panels, are contained on two cards,
oam for each half of the patch panel bay. Reering to Figure 13, the etaop amps for sections A, B, and C are

ooae n the circut board in slot 16 of row C (circuits 1, 2, and 3, respetively). Correspondingly, the op amps on

D x z W

CI T5pfd C2 75Pf C3 75pfd

RI 1OOK R3 lOOK R5 IOOK

V ~V

U + 0 - V+ 50 - U+50

OUT* CC

TFt TR TRI
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Figure 39. Board for Extra Operational Amlifiers (component side)

IL.

Figure 40. Board for Extra Operational Amplifiers (foil side)



Table 15. Components for the Ezra Operational Amplifier Circuits ±

'1 Designation Description

C1,2,3, 75 pF ceramic capacitor
C4,5 1 1AF mylar capacitor
0A1,2,3 Analog Devices 1055 operational amplifier
R1,3,5 100 kQ , 1/8 W, 1% film resistor
R2,4,6 50 k P~ Bourns 3068P-1-503 potentiometer

NN LAMP DRIVERS
Each now lamp is controlled by a portion of a neon lamp driver board. There are ten circuits, as shown in Figure

41, on achboard. Pictures of the circuit boards are shown in Figures 42 and 43, and the components for asingle
circuit are listed in Table 16. The boards are located underneach each bay and are visible with the drawer pulled
out. There are 17 boardsa(designated W1 through W17) to control the lamps in each bay. Figure 44 shows the lamp
driver board locations. Table 1.7 gives the card location and pin number for each neon lamp driver. The connection
between jacks 31 through 36 and the neon lamp driver boards (W1 through W17) can be found in the Cs Wiring

* Manual

TO + 150
oVOLTS DC

EACH LAMP DRIVERNENLM PINS -B,D,FJ,L, DIPLAY
CIRCUIT BOARD CONTAINS N,R,TVX

10 LAMP DRIVER CIRCUITS.

3K RI, 4,7,10.13,
(56K) 16,19,22,25.28

INPUTSR2,5,8,11,14
INPUTS ~17, 20,23,26,2901TR00

PINS - A, C, E,m, K 0 1TR
M , S,U,W lOOK RCA 40327

(120K)

R3,6,9,12,15, 47K
18, 21,24,27.30 (56 K)NO :

RESISTOR VALUES
SHOWN ARE USED

Z __________ IN BAY I - VALUES IN
FAREN THESIS ARE USED IN
BAYS 2 AND 3.

ftgure 41. Neon Lamp Driver Circuit
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Table 16. Components for a Neon Lamp Driver Circuit

Designation Description '

Q1 RCA 40327 NPN transistor
Ri 39 k'fl (56kil ) resistor
R2 100k'r2 (120kg )resistor
R3 47k Q (56k a )resistor

NOTE: All resistors are 1/2 watt, 10% tolerance. (Values shown in parentheses are those for bays 2 and 3 which dif-
fer somewhat from those of bay 1).

BACK OF BAY

WI ? IN A - PIN ZI
S'

W I [PIN APIN

J31 J32 J 33 J34 J35 J36

FRONT OF BAY

Fgure 4.Neon Lamp, Driver Board Locations

POWUR SUPPLY ISOLATION
Cepac ~isc slation is nployved for each of the + 12, - 12, + 15, and - 15 volt powr supplies to the syncoder,

circuit boards. In bay 1 this is acomplished by solering the capacitors directly to the connector pins. In bays 2 and X
8, lbs 17th slot of tw5 A, B, C, D, E, and F each contains a circuit board with the capacitor, isolating each of the
four pown, supply limes for that row of syncoder boards. These circuits are not described in any further detail in.5,
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Table 17. Neon Lamp Driver Locations

Card Pin

B D F J L N R T V X

W1 Al A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 -

W2 All A12 A13 A14 A15 A16 A17 A18 A19 A20
W3 A21 A22 A23 A24 A25 A26 A27 A28 Bi B2
W4 B3 B4 B5 B6 B? B8 B9 B10 Bll B12
W5 B13 B14 B15 B16 BI? B18 B19 B20 B21 B22
W6 B23 B24 B25 B26 B27 B28 C1 C2 C3 C4

W7 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 Cll C12 C13 C14

W8 C15 C16 C17 C18 C19 C20 C21 C22 C23 C24
W9 C25 C26 C27 C28 Dl D2 D3 D4 D5 D6

W10 D7 D8 D9 D10 Dll D12 D13 D14 D15 D16
Wll Dl? D18 D19 D20 D21 D22 D23 D24 D25 D26
W12 D27 D28 El E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8
W13 E9 El0 Ell E12 E13 E14 E15 E16 E17 E18
W14 E19 E20 E21 E22 E23 E24 E25 E26 E27 E28
W15 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 Flo

WI6 FI F12 F13 FI4 F15 F16 F17 F18 F19 F20

WI? F21 F22 F23 F24 P25 F26 F27 F28

SYNAPSE BUTTONS
A synapse button is used to connect selected syncoder analog output signals and sample-and-hold voltages to syn-

coder summing juactions. (Not all such connections must be made through synapse buttons, only those which are to
be "gated", i.e. controlled, by syncoder pulse outputs.) The synapse button circuit board, which contains four
sepaate circuits, in mounted in clear plastic with its connector (wires terminated with patch panel plugs) extending
from the body. When inserted in a network, the synapse buttons hang on the front of the large patch panel with the
other onnectom A single pulse input lead simultneously controls all four circuits. The four spitches may be plug-
ged into four different voltage sources and may be used as inputs to four different synapse integrators. That is, the
sypse butto fmctiomally resembles a four-pole, single-throw relay.

Zech circuit is a symetrical shunt type switch whose output must be connected to the summing junction of an in.
vertimg opwationd amplifier for proper operation. The circuit schematic is shown in Figure 45; the circuit board,
pror to being encapsulated in clear putic, is pictured in Figure 46; and the components are listed in Table 18.

isto R2 is connected to the virtual ground summing junction of a synaptic integrator, and R1 is connected to an
analog voltage sou@rc called the weighting voltage. When the pulse input is low (- 12 volts), D1 is forward biased
and transmtmr Al, operating in an inverted mode (using its collector as its emmitter), is saturated. The 2N4058
transso has a cmrmt gin of three in the inverted mode, but an extremely low saturation voltage of lees than
three millivolts. Thus, when Q1 is saturated, any current through RI resulting from the weighting voltage is
ahuntad to pound through Q1A and has no effect on the op amp.

WhMen the pulse input goes high (+ 12 volts), diode DI is reverse biased and transistor QI turms off. Because QI is
operated with an open base during its off state, the turn-off time constant is approximately 30 microseconds. That
is the time it takm the ollector current to discharge the stored charge in the base region so that the transisto r can
reach ct-ff. Once Q1 i cut off, then the weighting voltage is connected to the summing junction through Ri and
I, and a current prop ion l to the weighting voltage is injected into the summing junction. Thus during a pulse, . -

eurent resui frioim the weighti voltage is injected into the summing junction, and between pulses, that cur-

ThiPe es butto is not an ideal switch. In the off state the signal is attenuated 54 dB relative to the on state
whenanegativew voltag is applied. When a positive weighting voltage is applied, the off state provides

I~ - additinal depwt from ideality exists in the transition from the off state to the on state
amd bash to tho off stats Voltge spikes ar produced on the leading and trailing edges of the switching pulses;
howeve the fuea rA capacito which make the syncoder input operational amplifiers Ieaky integrators"
41mi the volt spikes signifrmntly. Mesurements made on the Mode 5 Syncoder Board with a 75-picofarad
hnsh o aba or showed that the worst am occurs when the weighting voltage is sero. In this case a - .5 volt - "
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spike on the leading edge of the switching pulse followed by a + .5 volt spike on the trailing edge is added to the.1. S(t) voltage value. Meaurement. were made at the output of the first operational amplifier. A weighting voltage of
-10 volts produces a trailing edge spike of 0.3 volts while a + 10 volts weighting voltage produces no spike what-
soever. These measurements were all made using the typical 75 picofarad feedback capacitor. A larger capacitance
will reduce the voltage spike even further.

Voltage spikes would be a problem only if several synapse buttons were summed together at one syncoder and
gated simultaneously. While it is common for the on states of two or more syncoders to overlap, it is highly unlikely
that the leading and/or trailing edges to exactly coincide. It is necessary for the operator to recognize that the on
states of two or more synapse buttons may overlap. Weighting voltages may take on values between + 10 volts and
-10 volts. If the instantaneous summation of weighting voltages seen by a given syncoder exceeds ± 12 volts, the
output comparator (Mod 5) will saturate and erroneous results occur. The same caution applies to all syncoder
boards.

ANALOG ANALOG ANALOG ANALOG J

IN OUT IN OUT IN OUT IN OUT

RIA R2A RIB R2B RIC R2C RID R2D
49.9K 49.9K 49.9 K 49.9K 49.9K 49.9K 49.9K

DIA DIB DIC DID

QIA 018 IC QID

-~R3A R3B R3C R31)
'N12K 12K 12K 12K

PULSE
INPUT

ALL TRANSISTORS- 2N4058 T. I.
ALL DIODES - IN4154

Figure 45. Synapse Button Circuit

* -.5

Table 18. Components for the Synapse Button Circuit

Designation Description

Dl 1N4154 diode
Q1 2N4068 T.L PNP transistor 2R1,2 49.9 k , 1/8 W, 1% film resistor118 12 k n , 1/8 W, 5% resistor
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R3A R38 R3C .R3D
01A 018 QIC OlD

DIA B DIC DID .

QIA QB OIC O0-
COMPONENT SIDE FOIL SIDE

Fiure 46. Synapse Button Circuit Board

POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS -.

The C' System is a unique general purpose signal processing device; however, its special attributes are best ap-
plied to multicmponet time-varying signals. C' can process many signals simultaneously - performing a
simulated neural tranfomation, differentiating, integrating, summing and/or comparing selected combinations of
smuk The use of plug-in circuit boards with tunable parameters and patch panels with patch cords incorporating
electronic components such as resistors or capacitors makes C' a very flexible system. Not only can CO be program-
med to perform a variety of functions, but prepressin of its input and ppr-e-sing of its output can further
increase its capabilities.

C' can accept a large number of inputs. The actual number would depend on the processing desired, ultimately be-
Jmg limited by the syncoders available. Our research has concentrated on acoustic signals, and the electrical signal
f&ma a nicrophone is fed through a special preprocessor called an analog cochlea. Although many versions of
analog cochlea amst each is basically a tapped delay line (cascaded, low-pass) filter set. (Glasseer et al, 1963; Steer
et al, 1976) Our current version sends 48 time-varying sinals to C , however, only 24 are being processed at the
present time.

Although C' can be programmed to detect certain combinations of coinci , this is also limited by the number
of synooders available. But it can supply a large number of outputs (both analog and pulse) to other devices such as
a digital computer or a special hardware device. With some special processing of pulse outputs, 32 channels are fed
to aPDP-11/0 digital computer for data reduction. Recently, the primary data reduction technique, reference pat-
tan correlation, has been realid in a real-time hardware device.

This potential on-line pattern recognition system could fit many applications. In the acoustics area, we have used
it for spewh recogltion (Warmuth, 1978) and target identification uin sonar or doppler radar returns. As a fur-
th" mmpls, with the appropriate tranducers and preprocesors, such as a spectral colorimeter or a photo matrix
assembly, clasifying the color or the shape of subjects could be investigated.

RBCOMMENDATIONS

The C' Sytem was developed as a tool for the study of large neuron networks which would require prohibitively
largamounts of computer time to simulate in software. The need for a large number of individual neuron model
u k coeplad with the ability to readily interconnect and control them has been met with the C' System. However,
ead camm datim cn be made for future consideration concerning the general system.
lFrs th. bility of the C' System to accurately model a neuron network is dependent on the ability of the syn-

miodw to model an individual neuron. Therefore, a continued effort should be made to improve the syncoder as a
awii model. The incorporation of stochastic priciples, which would make the simulation more realistic, should
be behied in the nodt modification.
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Second, the existing system is physically very large. A potential solution to this problem would be to develop an
intergrated circuit (IC) containing one or more syncoders in a single IC package. This would reduce the size of the
system as well as its power requirements.

Finally, the real value of the Cs System is in its flexibility and the ease of changing networks. Thus, it is impor-
tant to maintain a reasonable number of available syncoders for additions and changes. As a given network grows,
large numbers of syncoders may become tied up in subnetworks which will never be changed. As these static
subnetworks are identified, an analysis should be made of their functioning as a whole; and a separate special pur-
pose hardware circuit built to perform that function. Such a circuit might not utilize syncoders at all, but would
produce the same outputs as the original syncoder subnetwork. This would free many syncoders and help maintain
the capacity and the flexibility of the C' System in its use as a tool for neuron network experiments.
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